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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

A stockingful of energy
Holiday thanks to lots of dedicated people

Cynthia Smith

A
s I sit down to write this December’s President’s
Message, it is a few days before Thanksgiving –
the beginning of a season of reflection and grati-

tude.  So I guess it’s natural to write about the people for
whom I am grateful as president of the State Bar of
Montana.

First of all, I am so grateful for the staff at the State Bar.
They make my job seem effortless.  I joke that the presi-
dent’s job is easy – I just do what Executive Director Chris
Manos tells me to do.  It’s not quite that easy, but Chris is
incredibly helpful to the president
and all of the members of the Bar.
Chris has been the executive direc-
tor for nearly 10 years.  He had big
shoes to fill after George Bousliman
retired.  Chris has handled the job
with excellence and made us all
proud.  We are very lucky to have
him.

We are also lucky to have Betsy
Brandborg.   Betsy and the
Professionalism Committee have
been taking a Professionalism CLE
around the state for several years
now, in a program aptly called “The
Road Show.”  This past year part of the program has
included the recommendation to “Call Betsy!” whenever a
lawyer faces a difficult, seemingly unsolvable ethical
dilemmas.   While the Professionalism Committee recom-
mends “Call Betsy!” partly in jest, the reality is that calling
Betsy is what lawyers and clients do every day. 

Every day, Betsy fields calls from worried lawyers, most
of whom are trying to do the right things for their clients.
Betsy is always willing to lend a kind and wise ear to a
problem and suggest a solution, or the right place to look
for the solution.  Betsy also fields calls every day from irate
and disgruntled clients who are unhappy with their attor-
neys, or are unable to find attorneys.  With an amazing sup-
ply of patience and grace, Betsy listens to the clients and
then helps them to the best of her ability to find a way to
work with their attorneys or to find different attorneys.

Until just a few years ago, Betsy also had the difficult,
heart-breaking job of handling calls from lawyers who were

suicidal or otherwise in crisis, or from the staff of attorneys
who had committed suicide.  Now that we have a Law
Assistance Program coordinator, Mike Larson, Betsy
doesn’t have to do that job any longer.   We are lucky to
have Mike, who is perfect for his job – he’s a lawyer, a
trained counselor, and a recovering alcoholic.  In a few
short years Mike has developed Montana’s LAP program
into one that is nationally recognized.  I’m thankful for
Mike, Betsy, and Chris, and for all of the staff at the State
Bar who work so hard to help the members of our profes-

sion.
My gratitude as president goes

beyond just the State Bar staff.  I am
also grateful to all of the members
of the bench and bar who generous-
ly donate their time and energy to
State Bar committees and Montana
Supreme Court commissions.  I’m
also grateful to the lawyers who
give their time to set up and main-
tain local bar associations.   I am
always so impressed at the level of
dedication and commitment I see
from lawyers and judges who are
working to improve our profession.

Most of all, I’m grateful to members of the Bar who
donate their time to the indigent and others whose access to
justice is limited. This selfless contribution is so important
to the people who otherwise would be unable to enforce
their rights.  This gratitude also extends to lawyers who
work for Montana Legal Services and the Public
Defender’s office, or non-profit organizations that help peo-
ple who can’t afford to pay the market price for representa-
tion.  Their jobs might not be as glamorous or lucrative as
others in the legal profession, but they go out there and
fight for their clients every day because they believe so
fiercely in what they do.     

So, thanks to all of you who donate your time and ener-
gy to those in need and to our profession.   I wish you all
the very best for the holidays and the New Year.  �

A reminder: Dec. 1 was the

deadline for sending your IOLTA

compliance form to the State Bar.

If you have not done so, go to

www.montanabar.org under “Front

Burner” to complete the form online

or to download the form to mail in.

The annual Pro Bono Reporting

Form is there, too.



The State Bar of Montana
and its Ethics Committee will
file a petition with the
Montana Supreme Court to
change and clarify rules per-
taining to advertising by
lawyers.

The petition responds to
concerns raised about
advertising by attorneys
unlicensed to practice law in Montana, ads aimed at Montana
clients.  Such ads are found in Montana via television and the
Internet.

The Bar will ask the Court to revise and amend three Rules
of Professional Conduct that address attorney advertising and
solicitation in Montana.  The proposed amendments:
� Clarify Montana disciplinary jurisdiction over attorney

advertising.
� Specifically identify types of misleading lawyer commu-

nications.
� Recognize that Montana does not have a procedure to

“qualify” a lawyer referral service. 
The following memorandum from the petition explains the

concerns and the petitition’s background:  

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETITION

I.  A review of the advertising rules, initiated by
Justice Leaphart, resulted in the State Bar Board of
Trustees’ approval of three proposed amendments to
the Montana Rules of Professional Conduct.

In September 2005, [Montana Supreme Court] Justice
[William] Leaphart wrote to the chair of the Ethics Committee
of the State Bar of Montana, Michael Alterowitz, expressing
concerns about attorney advertising in Montana:

It has come to the attention of the Court that there may be
some attorney advertising over the Internet and/or televi-
sion in which the source of the advertising funding is not
disclosed, nor is the fact that cases will be referred to firms
other than the firm appearing in the advertisement.

The Court would like the Ethics Committee to look into
this and determine whether it is a concern in Montana and,
if so, what, if any, amendment to the Rules of Professional
Conduct would be appropriate.  For reference purposes
only, I am enclosing a copy of the recent rule amendments
adopted by the Supreme Court of Missouri to address simi-
lar concerns.

A.  A Panel Was Convened to Examine the Issues and Develop
Proposals.

Members of the Ethics
Committee, Board of
Trustees, former leadership of
the Bar and the executive
director of the Montana Trial
Lawyers met in 2006 to
examine the issue.1 Jay
Westermeier, a nationally rec-
ognized expert on computer
law, information technology,

licensing, and electronic commerce also participated in the
meeting.  Mr. Westermeier provided a comprehensive
overview of how other states are addressing the myriad issues
presented with advertising, Internet, technology, and multi-
jurisdictional practice issues.  Justice Leaphart’s inquiry also
presented issues involving confidentiality, conflicts, record
keeping, labeling, content restrictions, choice of law, informa-
tion security, objective consent, and unauthorized practice.  

Mr. Westermeier emphasized that the group assembled
could not “put a Montana boundary on the Internet.”  The
objective, he said, was to develop rules that 1) adapt to techno-
logical developments; 2) avoid constitutional challenges; and
3) avoid anti-trust complaints.  He stated that other state bars’
attempts to accomplish these objectives, including rules dopted
by the state bars of Texas, Florida, Louisiana, New Jersey, and
New York, have run afoul of the Federal Trade Commission
with their advertising rules.  The amendments adopted by the
Supreme Court of Missouri have not.

A working group2 was assigned to develop proposed lan-
guage to address the Court’s concerns within constitutional
and anti-trust perimeters.  The full Ethics Committee consid-
ered the proposals and voted unanimously to submit the pro-
posed amendments to the State Bar Board of Trustees for its
consideration. The proposals were initially submitted to the
Board of Trustees in December 2007, at which time the
trustees requested additional information.  The proposals were
included on each Board agenda in 2008, but postponements
resulted in final Board action in September 2008 at the State
Bar’s Annual Meeting in Butte.

B.  The Three Proposed Amendments 1) Clarify Montana’s
Jurisdiction Over Advertisement and Solicitation; 2) Refine
and Provide Examples of Misleading Communication; and 3)
Bring Montana’s Lawyer Referral Provision Into Line With
Current Montana Resources.

1.  The first proposed amendment establishes Montana disci-
plinary jurisdiction over attorneys who advertise, solicit, or
offer legal services in Montana.

Rule 8.5 of the Rules of Professional Conduct is titled
“Jurisdiction and Certification.”  The proposed amendment,
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From the Chicago Tribune

Boca Raton, Fla.-based firm

WhoCanlSue.com has scores of bill-

boards and bus-shelter signs dominating

the local landscape. The service match-

es website visitors with lawyers.

Choose your complaint from a drop-

down menu — nursing home abuse, for

example — and then a sub-category,

such as bedsores, dehydration, or falls

and fractures. Plug in your ZIP Code and

a page or more of lawyers appears.

But critics say WhoCanISue degrades

the legal profession and often steers the

public to lawyers who operate under a

business model of “bring in as many

cases as you can and settle them.”

Others, including those who advertise

there, say it’s just another way to attract

clients.

“I’m getting probably twice as many

phone calls,” said Martin Saenz, a Miami

labor and employment lawyer who has

been advertising on the site for just more

than a month.

But other lawyers object to the con-

cept. WhoCanlSue’s tactics are “egre-

gious” and “directly appealing to people

who want to be litigious,” said West Palm

Beach personal injury attorney Gary

Lesser. “There are real people who are

hurt, who need lawyers,” he said.

“WhoCanlSue.com is part of an emerg-

ing trend. They are not a law firm, but a

referral agency.”

Lesser is vice chairman of the Florida

Bar’s advertising committee, which gov-

erns lawyer advertising by reviewing and

monitoring ads.  Complicating matters is

that the bar only regulates

lawyers, not referral services

such as WhoCanlSue.com. If a

lawyer who advertises on it

breaks a bar rule — for instance, promis-

ing a client a specific outcome such as a

monetary judgment — he can be fined,

reprimanded or even suspended.

WhoCanlSue was launched in 2008

by Curtis Wolfe, 46, a former in-house

counsel at a large Miami firm. He’s well

aware that his site’s name might offend.

“It’s definitely meant to be edgy.” he said.

The site also advertises in other

states, including California, and is pro-

jected to do $10 million-plus business in

2010.  TV spots feature buxom nurses

and a pack of lawyers chasing an ambu-

lance.

Wolfe says the site makes it very

clear: “WhoCanlSue doesn’t represent

you. You’re represented by whoever you

hire as an attorney.”  �
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interlineated, reads:

A lawyer who is not an active member in good standing
of the State Bar of Montana and who seeks to practice in
any state or federal court located in this state pro hac vice,
by motion, or before being otherwise admitted to the prac-
tice of law in this state, shall, prior to engaging in the prac-
tice of law in this state, certify in writing and under oath to
this Court that, except as to Rules 6.1 through 6.4 [the
rules on public service and pro bono], he or she will be
bound by these Rules of Professional Conduct in his or her
practice of law in this state and will be subject to the disci-
plinary authority of this state.  A copy of said certification
shall be mailed, contemporaneously, to the business offices
of the State Bar of Montana in Helena, Montana.

A lawyer not admitted to practice in this state is sub-
ject to the disciplinary authority of this state for conduct
that constitutes a violation of these rules and that:  (1)
involves the practice of law in this state by that lawyer; or
(2) involves that lawyer holding himself or herself out as
practicing law in this state; or (3) advertises, solicits, or
offers legal services in this state; or (4) involves the prac-
tice of law in this state by another lawyer over whom this
lawyer has the obligation of supervision or control.

2.  The second proposed amendment identifies with specificity
what constitutes misleading lawyer communication.

Rule 7.1 is titled “Communications Concerning a Lawyer’s
Services.”  The proposed amendments to the relatively short
current Rule include 11 specific categories of misleading com-
munications:

A lawyer shall not make a false or misleading com-
munication about the lawyer or the lawyer’s services.  A
communication is false or misleading if it contains a mate-
rial misrepresentation of fact or law. , Misleading commu-
nications include, but are not limited to, those that

(a) omit a fact as a result of which necessary to make
the statement considered as a whole not is materially mis-
leading; .

(b) are likely to create an unjustified expectation about
results the lawyer can achieve;

(c) proclaim results obtained on behalf of clients, such
as the amount of a damage award or the lawyer’s record in
obtaining favorable verdicts or settlements, without stating
that past results afford no guarantee of future results and
that every case is different and must be judged on its own
merits;

(d) state or imply that the lawyer can achieve results by
means that violate the Rules of Professional Conduct or
other law;

(e) compare the quality of a lawyer’s or a law firm’s
services with other lawyers’ services, unless the compari-
son can be factually substantiated;

(f) advertise for a specific type of case concerning
which the lawyer has neither experience nor competence;

(g) indicate an area of practice in which the lawyer rou-
tinely refers matters to other lawyers, without conspicuous
identification of such fact;

(h) contain any paid testimonial about or endorsement of
the lawyer, without conspicuous identification of the fact
that payment has been made for the testimonial or endorse-
ment;

Buxom nurses, ambulance chasers
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(i) contain any simulated portrayal of a lawyer, client,
victim, scene, or event without conspicuous identification
of the fact that it is a simulation;

(j) provide an office address for an office staffed only
part-time or by appointment only, without conspicuous
identification of such fact; or 

(k) state that legal services are available on a contingent
or no-recovery-no-fee basis without stating conspicuously
that the client may be responsible
for costs or expenses, if that is the
case. 

This language adopts in large part
Missouri Rule 7.1, excepting the
Missouri rules on advertising and
solicitation, which contain additional
regulatory mandates within Rule 7.2
[Advertising] and Rule 7.3 [Direct
Contact with Prospective Clients] that
are not included in the State Bar’s
proposal.  The State Bar specifically
chose to limit the regulatory man-
dates to those in this petition, believ-
ing its recommendations address the
challenges presented in Justice
Leaphart’s letter.  

3.  By eliminating language, the third
proposed amendment recognizes that Montana does not have a
procedure to “qualify” a lawyer referral service.

A number of more densely populated states have for-profit
“qualified lawyer referral services” that are managed by busi-
nesses, churches, and other entities.  The State Bar of Montana
has no resources to develop a qualification procedure and
oversight mechanism for for-profit entities, nor does it want
current rule language to be misread to require it to accept
another state’s qualification of a for-profit lawyer referral sys-
tem.  

The State Bar currently operates its own not-for-profit
Lawyer Referral & Information Service (LRIS).  The State
Bar’s LRIS responds to more than 5,500 calls from clients a
year.  Approximately 100 lawyers are available for referrals.
Attorneys on the State Bar’s referral service must be active
members of the State Bar of Montana and carry malpractice
liability insurance. This referral service is free to attorneys in
their first year of practice, $125 for attorneys in practice for
less than five years and $225 for those in practice longer than
five years. Most state bars charge a percentage of the fee
earned by the attorney for the referral.  Montana State Bar
does not take a percentage of the fee earned, reasoning that to
do so would have a dampening effect on attorney participation.
Also, profits typically do not exceed the increased costs of
administering such a system (as experienced by the State Bar
when it previously used the percentage system).

The State Bar proposes to eliminate from current Rule 7.2,
titled “Advertising,” the language incorporating qualified
lawyer referral services.  The Montana Rule 7.2 currently is

not identical to the ABA’s Model Rule3, which allows other
referral fees in certain situations.  The State Bar proposal
intends to clearly establish that for-profit referral fees are sim-
ply not permitted:

(a)  Subject to the requirements of Rules 7.1
[Communication Concerning a Lawyer’s Services] and 7.3
[Direct Contact with Prospective Clients], a lawyer may

advertise services through written,
recorded or electronic communica-
tion, including public media.

(b)  A lawyer shall not give any-
thing of value to a person for recom-
mending the lawyer’s services except
that a lawyer may (1) pay the reason-
able costs of advertisements or com-
munications permitted by this rule;
(2) pay the usual charges of a legal
service plan or a not-for-profit or
qualified lawyer referral service.  A
qualified lawyer referral service is a
lawyer referral service that has been
approved by an appropriate regulato-
ry authority; and (3) pay for a law
practice in accordance with Rule 1.19
[Sale of a Law Practice].  

(c)  Any communication made pur-
suant to this rule shall include the

name and office address of at least one lawyer or law firm
responsible for its content.

II.  This Court has authority to revise the Rules of
Professional Conduct.

The current Rules of Professional Conduct were amended
by this Court in February 2004, citing Article VII, Section 2(3)
of the 1972 Montana Constitution giving the Supreme Court
the authority to make rules governing “admission to the bar
and the conduct of the members.”  In Re:  Revising the
Montana Rules of Professional Conduct, No. 03-264.  The
Rules of Professional Conduct are the core of attorney regula-
tion and fall squarely within the purposes described in the
Court’s order unifying the Bar:

The purposes of the Unified Bar of Montana shall be to aid
the courts in maintaining and improving the administration
of justice; to foster and maintain on the part of those
engaged in the practice of law high standards of integrity,
learning, competence, public service, and conduct; to safe-
guard proper professional interests of members of the bar;
to encourage the formation, maintenance and activities of
local bar associations; to provide a forum for the discus-
sion of and effective action concerning subjects pertaining
to the practice of law, the science and jurisprudence and
law reform and relations of the bar to the public; and to

More ADVERTISING, Page 27
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By Daniel Donovan and John Rhodes
Montana attorneys

I
n law school we were taught that federal courts are “courts
of limited jurisdiction.”1 However, with the so-called War
on Drugs2 and decisions such as Gonzales v. Raich,3 most,

if not all felony drug cases in Montana can be prosecuted in
federal court as well as in state court.  Over the years, various
presidents, senators, congressmen, and attorney generals have
escalated the War on Drugs.4

Until the mid-1990s, most methamphetamine (“meth”)
cases were brought in federal court in Montana.5 Later, after
the use and distribution of meth spread to epidemic levels, the
federal courts could not handle the volume, and a significant
number of meth and other drug cases (e.g., cocaine and mari-
juana) began to be prosecuted in the Montana state courts.6

As a result, there is a real possibility, if not a good probabil-
ity, that a drug case initially prosecuted in Montana state court
in 2009 will end up, sooner or later, in federal court. Under the
dual sovereignty doctrine,7 there is no double jeopardy protec-
tion for a case going from state court to federal court – thus a
state prosecution could become a federal prosecution at any
time, including after the entry of judgment in state court.
There is, however, statutory double jeopardy protection that
prevents a case from going from federal court to a Montana

state court.8 The only “prohibition” in federal court is the
toothless “Petite Policy,” which leaves the federal prosecution
decision to the subjective determination of the federal prosecu-
tors,9 free from judicial review.10

Because of mandatory minimum sentences, punishment in a
federal drug case is much more severe than the penalty
imposed in a state case.11 While a first-time, non-violent drug
offender might get probation in state court or even a deferred
imposition of sentence, the same person in federal court is
likely to be sentenced to at least five years in prison with no
parole.12

The federal drug sentences are codified at 21 U.S.C. § 841
and contain a series of graduated mandatory minimum sen-
tences.13 Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3624(b), a federal prisoner
receives good-time credit of 54 days per year beginning at the
end of the first year.  Thus, a federal inmate is not released
from the custody of the Bureau of Prisons until he or she has
served at least 85 percent of the sentence.  Because the Bureau
of Prisons calculates good-time credit based on “time served”
rather than on the “term of imprisonment,” it effectively
reduces the potential credit of 54 days per year to 47 days per
year.14

When triggered by specified drug quantities, federal sen-
tencing statutes require federal judges to impose mandatory
minimum sentences.15 Mandatory minimums came out of the

Anti-Drug Abuse Act of
1986, which was pushed by
the then-House Speaker
Thomas P. “Tip” O'Neill (D-
Mass.) as Bostonians reeled
over the cocaine overdose
death of Len Bias, the
University of Maryland bas-
ketball star who had been the
Number 1 draft choice of the
Boston Celtics.16 No hearings
were held on this idea.17 No
experts on the relevant issues,
no judges, no one from the
Bureau of Prisons or from
any other office in the gov-
ernment provided advice on

CRIMINAL LAW

The Prisoner’s Dilemma
becomes

the Lawyer’s Dilemma
To be a zealous advocate or a Judas goat?

AABBOOUUTT  TTHHEE  AAUUTTHHOORRSS
DANIEL DONOVAN (U.C. Berkeley, BS '71; Hastings College of the Law, JD '76) of Great

Falls, has been defending the citizen, as well as non-citizen, accused of crime in the state and

federal courts as public defender, court-appointed counsel, and retained counsel for more than

33 years.  He successfully briefed and argued a case before the U.S. Supreme Court, Old Chief
v. United States, 519 U.S. 172 (1997).  Mr. Donovan was awarded the Charles F. (Timer) Moses

Award by the State Bar of Montana in 1997 in recognition of his practice of criminal defense law

in Montana.

JOHN RHODES graduated from DePauw University (summa cum laude) and Harvard Law

School (cum laude).  He has worked as an assistant federal defender with the Federal Defenders

of Montana for more than a decade.  During that time, he has spoken at seminars across the

country, served as special counsel for the U.S. Sentencing Commission, and testified at hearings

before the Sentencing Commission and Congress.
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the idea before it was rushed through committees and into
law.18

For federal defense attorneys, your client, particularly if he
is a first-time offender, typically reacts to this news of multi-
year, perhaps decades-long, sentences in federal court with
shock and disbelief and frequently distrusts you.19 Your
client’s parents and family members are heartbroken upon
hearing this information. 

What can the family do?  There is one organization –
Families Against Mandatory Minimums – which has been lob-
bying in Washington, D.C. for the repeal of the mandatory
minimum sentencing statutes.20

When firearms are combined with drugs, the consequences
are even more dire.  At a minimum, if your client possessed
one or more firearms at the time of the offense, the
Guidelines’ sentencing range will be higher.21 Worse yet, the
government is likely to add a count of “using or carrying a
firearm in commission of a drug-trafficking crime,”22 which
adds, at a minimum, a mandatory five-year sentence consecu-
tive to the sentence for the drugs, and, like the statutory frame-
work for drugs, mandates a series (beginning with five years)
of gradated mandatory minimums, for using or carrying a
firearm during a drug-trafficking offense.23

Thus, the Montana state court criminal defense practitioner,
including full-time public defenders and contract counsel,
must have some understanding of the federal practice, proce-
dures, and sentencing regime relating to drug offenses.  It is no
longer acceptable to tell your client, “well, I just do not prac-
tice in federal court,” or “just keep your mouth shut.”24 If
you do nothing, give your client no advice, or simply tell your
client not to talk with law enforcement, your client could suf-
fer adverse consequences.

The harsh consequences of federal narcotics prosecutions
demand aggressive, proactive representation from all attorneys
assisting defendants with drug cases (or even potential cases) .
This standard applies whether the client is subject to an inves-
tigation (or even thinks that may occur), has been arrested, or
has been charged by the state or the federal government.  In
these circumstances, the attorney must familiarize himself with
the applicable law reviewed in this article, particularly conspir-
acy charges, prosecutorial policies, mandatory minimum sen-
tences, cooperation, sentencing statutes, and the United States
Sentencing Guidelines.  Without an understanding of this law,
the lawyer cannot effectively represent the client.

Often, even effective representation cannot prevent severe
sentences for the client.  Complacent representation exacer-
bates the result, however.  An individual and his family, and
arguably communities and our country, pay the long-term
price.  

That price reflects that criminal prosecutions are a human
endeavor with dramatic consequences on individuals.  Human
decisions, collectively by the government, the courts, the
defense counsel, and the defendant dictate those consequences.
And, of course, legislative decisions frame the decisions that
play out in individual cases. 

The Prisoner’s Dilemma is an academically developed game
theory that systemizes the cooperation decision faced by
defendants.  In short, The Prisoner’s Dilemma objectively

demonstrates that the best decision is for no one to cooperate –
every defendant should exercise his right to remain silent and
not assist the government with prosecuting other individuals.
In the aggregate, such individual decisions would result in
fewer prosecutions and ultimately reduced aggregate sen-
tences.

Of course, defendants do not make aggregate decisions.
They decide based on their circumstances.  As previewed
above, in federal court, those circumstances include strict
mandatory minimum sentences, and only one way to receive a
non-mandatory minimum sentence – cooperation.  That is the
dilemma.  This article explores the interplay between the law
surrounding Montana federal drug prosecutions and The
Prisoner’s Dilemma.

Conspiracy: the darling of the federal
prosecutor’s nursery

Every federal criminal defense lawyer soon learns what
most civil practitioners and many state criminal defense
lawyers do not know: a federal conspiracy is the easiest crime
for the government to charge and an even easier crime for the
government to prove.  The government need only prove two
elements: (1) that there was an agreement between two or
more persons to commit a crime; and (2) that the defendant
became a member of the conspiracy knowing at least one of its
objectives and intending to accomplish it.25 In a drug conspir-
acy, the government is no longer required to prove an overt
act.26 Not surprisingly, the crime of conspiracy has long been
called the “darling of the modern prosecutor’s nursery.”27

Although often criticized,28 the crime of conspiracy has sur-
vived the test of time.  The U.S. Supreme Court has re-empha-
sized that:

[T]he essence of a conspiracy is “an agreement to commit
an unlawful act.”  That agreement is “a distinct evil,”
which “may exist and be punished whether or not the sub-
stantive crime ensues.”  The conspiracy poses a “threat to
the public” over and above the threat of the commission of
the relevant substantive crime – both because the “[c]ombi-
nation in crime makes more likely the commission of
[other] crimes” and because it “decreases the probability
that the individuals involved will depart from their path of
criminality.29

In the typical Montana federal drug conspiracy, Dick and
Jane are local meth users who agree to distribute meth to sup-
port their habits.  From the moment of agreement, they can be
found guilty of conspiracy, even if they never sell the drug.30

Circumstantial evidence alone can prove a conspiracy.31

Uncorroborated testimony from a supposed co-conspirator
alone can prove a conspiracy.32 Relatedly, even if they never
acquire any meth, they can be liable for the conspiracy,
because “impossibility” is not a defense.33 Relatedly, Jane can
be liable for other crimes that Dick commits to further the con-
spiracy’s objective, such as using a firearm.34 Jane cannot
evade liability by staying home on the day of the drug deal
because a conspirator must take an affirmative step to prove
“withdraw.”35 Even if she was not present and knew nothing
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about the particulars of what Dick might have done, Jane’s
sentence can be increased based on Dick’s activities under the
relevant-conduct section of the Sentencing Guidelines.36

More often than not, more than two people are charged in a
Montana drug conspiracy – from the out-of-state supplier at
the top, to the lower-level addict/delivery person (“mule”) at
the bottom.37

The lawyer’s call to action
Sometimes, a lawyer will get a call from a potential client

who has been contacted by law enforcement and asked to
“cooperate” with law enforcement.38 More often than not,
you get a call from someone already arrested and in custody.
If the initial charges are filed in Montana state court, or if the
client has not already cooperated with law enforcement, the
lawyer will, at some point, need to advise the client as to
whether he or she should cooperate.

Quite simply, when Dick conspires with Jane, Dick can turn
around and “flip,” or implicate, Jane to law enforcement in the
hope of receiving some benefit or reward.  The federal manda-
tory minimums are an effective persuader because (almost) the
only way to be sentenced below a statutory mandatory mini-
mum sentence is to cooperate with the government.39

The possible benefits to Dick include a reduced sentence,
no filing of federal or state charges, or no filing of certain fed-
eral charges, particularly the mandatory minimum drug or gun
charges.  Although Dick may not benefit by cooperating, or if
Dick decides not to cooperate, Dick may suffer the conse-
quences if Jane or someone else cooperates and Dick does not
cooperate.  What decision should Dick make?  What advice
should the lawyer give Dick?

The Prisoner’s Dilemma
The Prisoner’s Dilemma is a game that was invented at

Princeton’s Institute of Advanced Science in the 1950s.40 Part
of the so-called “game theory,” Prisoner’s Dilemma is a game
studied by academics in a variety of disciplines, including
mathematics, physics, biology, sociology, political science, and
law.41

In short, Prisoner’s Dilemma is a type of “non-zero-sum
game”42 in which two players may each cooperate with or
betray the other player.  From the participants’ perspective, it
has been shown there is no predictable outcome – the outcome
from each player’s decision depends on the decision adopted
by the other player.43 However, no matter what the other play-
er does, one player will usually get a greater benefit by betray-
ing or defecting. That is the best under isolated selfishness.44

Yet, the best outcome for everyone requires that no one
defect.45 That is the dilemma.46

The name of this game was derived from the following situ-
ation: Dick and Jane are arrested under suspicion of having
committed a crime together.  However, the police do not have
sufficient proof to convict either of them. Dick and Jane are
kept isolated from each other in the jail.  The officers visit
each one individually and offer a deal: the one who is willing
to provide evidence against the other will go free or get a
lighter sentence.

If neither accepts the offer, Dick and Jane are cooperating

with each other against law enforcement and both will receive
less punishment because of a lack of proof.  Thus, they both
receive light sentences.  However, if Dick betrays Jane by con-
fessing to the police and implicating Jane, Dick, as the defec-
tor, will gain more since he is freed sooner.  On the other
hand, Jane, as the one who remained silent, will receive the
full punishment, since she did not help the police, and there is
sufficient proof against her based on Dick’s cooperation.

If both Dick and Jane betray each other, both will be pun-
ished but the punishment will be less severe than the punish-
ment received if one had betrayed and the other had remained
silent.  Each prisoner has a choice between only two options –
talk or keep quiet. Neither can make the best decision without
knowing what the other will do.

The following chart illustrates the Prisoner’s Dilemma: 

Jane stays silent Jane betrays

Dick stays silent Each serves 6 mos.   Dick serves 10 yrs.

Jane goes free

Dick betrays Dick goes free           Each serves 5 yrs. 

Jane serves 10 yrs.

So, from the point of view of Dick and Jane, the choices
are:

1. If I snitch on you, but you don’t snitch on me, I win
very big and you lose very big; I go free and you serve 10
years in prison.

2. If you snitch on me and I don’t snitch on you, I lose
very big and you win very big; I serve 10 years in prison
and you go free.

3. If we do not snitch on each other, we both suffer very
mild punishment; we serve 6 months in jail.

4. If we both snitch on each other, we both suffer medium
punishment; we serve 5 years in prison. 

The dilemma arises because both defendants selfishly care
about one thing – minimizing their own prison terms.  Yet, the
best possible outcome requires that neither defendant snitch.
And each individual must choose without knowing what the
other has chosen.  One commentator has stated that “[h]uman
nature being what it is . . . both parties will always defect, thus
[getting a] worse result than they would if they always cooper-
ated.”47

Normally, Dick and Jane would want to know or at least
predict what the other will do.  However, as is usually the case
in the real world, each must decide whether to cooperate with-
out knowing what the other has decided to do. Obviously, if
Dick knew that Jane would stay silent, Dick would stay silent
to get the minimum prison time. But Dick takes a big risk if he
stays silent and Jane cooperates.  Thus, betraying, i.e., “snitch-
ing on the other guy,” becomes the winning or “dominant
strategy.”48 Few would want to risk the longer prison sentence
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of 10 years.  But, by selfishly playing the odds, Dick and Jane
are worse off than if they had both remained silent.49

What happens if the game is played again and again against
the same person?  “Snitch on the other guy” does not continue
to be the best strategy.  The best strategy for a repeating game
(called the “Iterated” Prisoner’s Dilemma) is not “snitch on the
other guy” and is not “always cooperate with the other guy,”
either.50 The dominant or winning strategy is “Tit-for-Tat:” you
do to your opponent what he did to you on the previous turn.51

If he cooperated, you cooperate.  If he snitched on you, you
snitch on him back. Over millions of computer runs, Tit-for-
Tat “wins” every time – that is, it results in the least prison
time for the player who uses it.52 If Dick and Jane are repeat
offenders, they may experience the Iterated Prisoner’s
Dilemma. 

What if others join the conspiracy?  Certain friends and
acquaintances of Dick and Jane – such as Sally, Zeke, and
Puff – may become involved.  With more than two conspira-
tors, the two-person Prisoner’s Dilemma no longer applies.
Fortunately, in 1973, researchers developed a prisoner’s dilem-
ma game involving multiple players.53

The “N-person Prisoners’ Dilemma” is an interactive deci-
sion involving three or more players who each face a choice
between a cooperative strategy and a non-cooperative or
defecting strategy.54 Cooperative games involve binding com-
mitments; non-cooperative games do not permit binding com-
mitments.55 Each one gains a greater benefit by choosing
defection no matter what choices other individuals may take.
Thus, taking defection is a rational behavior of each individ-
ual.  If all individuals take defection, however, all are worse
off than in the case where they all cooperate.56 Therefore, the
N-person Prisoners’ Dilemma demonstrates that individuals’
rational behavior, i.e., “snitch on the other guy,” can induce a
mutually undesirable outcome, i.e., longer prison sentences for
everybody.

Applying the lessons learned from the Prisoner’s Dilemma
game to the real life context of the drug scene and the federal
courts in Montana, we conclude what experience teaches: most
of our clients will choose to cooperate (with the government)
rather than remain silent to help their co-conspirators.
Remaining silent exposes our clients to longer prison terms but
prevents betrayal by the government if the government refuses
to ask the courts to reward the cooperation.  Those who snitch
might save themselves some time in prison if both the govern-
ment and the court honor the cooperation.  Those who keep
quiet will likely serve longer prison sentences. Mandatory
minimum sentences ensure such long sentences.

Defendants rarely think in the abstract, let alone consider
that the Prisoner’s Dilemma demonstrates that cooperation
leads to more prosecutions and higher aggregated sentences.
Instead, they think about themselves and their families.
Experiences teaches us – the defense bar, prosecutors, and the
court – that faced with the Prisoner’s Dilemma, defendants
cooperate in the hope of receiving a reduced but still stiff sen-
tence.  The Prisoner’s Dilemma mirrors reality.

The minefield of federal laws, rules, proce-
dures, and guidelines

With all the federal laws, rules, procedures, and guidelines,
is there any longer an opportunity for creative and effective
lawyering in the defense of federal narcotics cases in
Montana?  And how does The Prisoner’s Dilemma play out in
Montana federal prosecutions? 

The typical federal narcotics case in Montana involves
methamphetamine.57 These cases typically involve the follow-
ing commonalities.  The quantity usually triggers a five-year
or ten-year mandatory minimum sentence, unless the client has
a prior conviction for a felony drug offense that has become
final, which enhances the mandatory minimum.58

Your client has confessed, or, at a minimum given an incul-
patory statement without a lawyer.  So your client has no
immunity protection and no protection from application of the
Sentencing Guidelines’ provisions.59 One or more co–defen-
dants or cooperating witnesses have given statements against
your client (as in The Prisoner’s Dilemma).  There are record-
ings of drug transactions and/or telephone conversations
between your client and a confidential informant.  There are
one or more controlled – i.e., law enforcement-monitored –
drug transactions.  Phone records, wire transfers, hotel
receipts, drug ledgers, and other documentary evidence further
implicate your client. Typically, if your client decides to take
the case to trial, the evidence against the defendant is so strong
that there is generally little hope for an acquittal. Your pre-trial
investigation might reveal some legal issues to support a
motion to suppress evidence or a statement, but the likelihood
of success on any such motion is slim.  Investigating snitches
for cross-examination and impeachment is crucial.60 The situ-
ation is further complicated by the so-called “rocket docket,”
i.e., trial within 30 to 70 days of arraignment; typically pretrial
motions are due about two-to-three weeks after arraignment.61

As to punishment, your client is subject to the “advisory”
U.S. Sentencing Guidelines62 as well as the mandatory mini-
mum sentences prescribed by statute.63 The applicable
Guidelines’ range is based primarily on the type and quantity
of drugs.64 The greater the quantity of drugs attributable to
your client, the higher the Guidelines’ sentencing range.65

The drug guideline is determined not merely by reference to
the offense of conviction, but by including all of your client’s
“relevant conduct.”66 Relevant conduct includes conduct of
co-conspirators that is “reasonably foreseeable” and within the
scope of the agreement, although the court must make individ-
ualized findings of foreseeability as to each conspirator.67

The Guidelines provide that “[a] defendant with a record of
prior criminal behavior is more culpable than a first offender
and thus deserving of greater punishment.”68 Thus, the more
prior convictions, the higher the Guidelines’ sentencing
range.69 If your client has a prior state or federal felony drug
conviction, the U.S. attorney will seek to double the mandato-
ry minimum from 5 to 10 years or from 10 to 20 years.70 If
there are two prior convictions, a life sentence results.71 If your
client has two or more prior drug or violent crime convictions,

More PRISONER’S DILEMMA, Page 29



In August, The Montana
Lawyer brought you a story
about Monica Tranel, a
Montana attorney who won
world championships as a
rower, and competed in the
Olympics.  Here, we present
another Montana attorney who
is playing sports at world-
championship levels.

By Charles Wood
The Montana Lawyer

T
erry Schaplow has a solo
practice in Bozeman.  He
is 56 years old, and still

plays basketball. World champi-
onship basketball.

In late October, Mr.
Schaplow returned from
Sydney, Australia, where his
team won the over-55 age
group in the World Masters
Games basketball tournament.

He was not coach of the team, nor counsel, nor even “of
counsel.” He is a playing 6-foot-3 guard. He apparently still
has all the moves.

Mr. Schaplow, who played for the Montana State University
Bobcats from 1971 to 1974, has competed in three of the
annual Masters Games since 2002, winning the basketball
world championship all three times in his age category:

� In Melbourne, Australia, in 2002, where his team won
the gold medal in the 45-plus age group.

� In Edmonton, Alberta, in the 50-plus group in 2005.

� The gold-medal win in Sydney in October.

He already has been invited to play in the next Games in
Turin, Italy.

The World Masters Games host the best athletes in the
world over age 40 to compete in the same events that are held
at the Olympic Games.  More than 28,000 athletes registered
to compete in the Sydney Masters Games this year.

MR. SCHAPLOW HAS BEEN on seven National Masters
basketball teams since 2002.  Four of those week-long national

tournaments  in Coral
Springs, Fla., saw his teams
come away with the gold
medal – once in the 45-plus
age group, twice in the 50-
plus division, and once in the 55-plus group.  In those national
tournaments, Mr. Schaplow was named to the All-Tournament
Team twice.

He was on the 2009 championship team at the Spokane
three-on-three Hoopfest, the largest three-on-three tournament
in the world. He and his teammates won the Hoopfest in 2007,
too. 

“I have discovered that the key to winning a national cham-
pionswhip is to get on a team with good players, to make up
for my lack of skills,” Mr. Schaplow told The Montana
Lawyer.

IT WAS AT THE Coral Springs tournaments that Mr.
Schaplow was  recruited for the World Masters Tournaments
by “a guy in Chicago” who builds the teams and pays their
way to wherever in the world they play. 

For an old duffer, Mr. Schaplow is sharing the boards with
some of the world’s best basketball players for their ages,
including former NBA players like Tim Hardaway of the
Golden State Warriors and Glen Rice of the Los Angeles
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MONTANA ATTORNEYS

Another world-class athlete
Bozeman lawyer is a top ‘master’ in basketball

Terry Schaplow, far left, is shown with some of his
mates on the 2007 national champion team (55-plus
age group) from Kentucky.

Schaplow shown above
when he was 44 and could
still dunk. He is 56 now
and can no longer dunk,
“but can still get the rim
with both hands,” he said.
“There are not too many
44-year-old, 6-foot-3 white
guys that can still dunk,”
he said.
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New set of Criminal Jury Instructions

Lakers. In his tournament travels, he
has been roommate with Greg Kite,
former player of the Boston Celtics
and Orlando Magic, and with John
Gianelli, formerly of the New York
Knicks.

AFTER PLAYING for the
Bobcats in ‘71-’74 and then graduat-
ing from the Willamette University
College of  Law in Oregon,  Mr.
Schaplow mostly played in pickup
games with college kids at MSU
while getting his law practice under
way.  He also played in the Big Sky
Games and in a three-on-three tour-
nament in Polson. 

More recently, after he joined the
World Masters circuit, he organized a
three-on-three tournament at a State
Bar Annual Meeting in Butte.  

“I have never played professional
basketball,” he said, “and my body is
just not breaking down like those
(professional) guys.”

So if a middle-aged guy invites
you to join a pick-up game at the
next Annual Meeting, get his name
first.    �

A revised and expanded set of the
Montana Criminal Jury Instructions will
go on sale in December.

The 2010 Instructions, authored by
the Commission on Montana Criminal
Jury Instructions and published by the
State bar of Montana, is an all-new man-
ual, not just an update of the 1999-2003
Criminal Jury Instructions.  At 530 pages
and 10 chapters, the 2010 set will have
more and newer instructions, which have
been renumbered into a consecutive
sequence.

The Instructions will be sold by the
State Bar on a compact disk that contains
the Instructrions in Word format and .pdf
format.  The Word format allows each
instruction to be edited by lawyers and
legal assistants to fit the current criminal
case (even WordPerfect users will have
no trouble editing and printing the docu-
ments).  The .pdf version is not editable
so as to preserve the original documents.
The .pdf version, however, allows users

to jump straight to specific instructions
from the indexes, and will allow users to
fill in the blanks when forms are present-
ed.

The price of the CD has not been set,
but will be announced at www.montan-
abar.org when the CD goes on sale.

The Office of Disciplinary

Counsel’s annotated manual of

lawyer-discipline cases in Montana

has been updated to include cases

through 2008.

The manual, titled “Public

Discipline Under the Montana Rules

of Professional Conduct,” can be pur-

chased on compact disk at the State

Bar of Montana Bookstore (see

Page 16) for $35.

Lawyer-discipline

case law updated
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December 1 Helena – Metcalf Building, Capitol Complex

Preventing Harassment 3.0 CLE credits. Presented by the

state Personnel Division, (406) 444-3985

December 3 Helena – Metcalf Building, Capitol Complex

Privacy & the Right to Know 6.50 CLE credits. Presented by

the state Personnel Division, (406) 444-3985

Other web & phone CLEs for Montana credit
are:

� For the State Bar of Montana’s approved online
CLEs, go to www.montanabar.org and click CLE /
Online CLE Courses

� MTLA's SeminarWeb Live! Seminars at www.sem-
inarweblive.com/mt/index.cfm?showfullpage=1&eve
nt=showAppPage&pg=semwebCatalog&panel=bro
wseLive

� Lorman Education Services' teleconferences at
www.lorman.com/teleconferences/

� The National Business Institute's live teleconfer-
ences at www.nbi-sems.com/Default.aspx/?
NavigationDataSource1=N:304

Upcoming CLE seminars for Montana lawyers

December 3 Missoula – DoubleTree Hotel

A Step-By-Step Guide to Understanding Easements 6.0 CLE

credits.  Presented by the National Business Institute, (800)

930-6182

December 8 Teleconference

Common Options for Small, Medium & Large Estates 1.50

CLE credits.  Presented by Cannon, (706) 353-3346 

December 10 Missoula – Ruby’s Inn

Writing Administrative Rules of Montana 10.0 CLE credits.

Presented by the state Personnel Division, (406) 444-3985

December 17 Helena – Holiday Inn Downtown

Montana Real Estate & Development Law 6.0 CLE credits.

Presented by HalfMoon LLC, (715) 835-5900

December 18 Teleconference

Paralegal’s Guide to Attorney-Client Privilege 1.0 CLE

credit. Presented by the Institute for Paralegal Education,

(800) 793-5274 

January 13 Billings – Crowne Plaza Hotel

The Complete Trust Course 7.0 CLE credits. Presented by

PESI Seminars, (888) 263-5879

January 14 Teleconference

Paralegal’s Guide to Using Keyword Search in E-Discovery
1.0 CLE credit. Presented by the Institute for Paralegal

Education, (800) 793-5274 

January 15 Missoula – Holiday Inn Downtown

The Complete Trust Course 7.0 CLE credits. Presented by

PESI Seminars, (888) 263-5879

CLEs with Ethics & SAMI* credits
*Substance Abuse / Mental Impairment
5.0 Ethics credits required every 3 years – 1.0 of them must be
a SAMI credit

December 4 Billings – Crowne Plaza Hotel

Insurance Coverage Litigation 6.0 CLE credits, including 1.0

Ethics (no SAMI) credit. Presented by the National Business

Institute, (800) 930-6182

December 7-9 Billings – MSU Billings campus

Fundamentals of Mediation 22.50 CLE credits, including 2.50

Ethics (no SAMI) credits. Presented by Montana Mediators,

(406) 839-3323

December 10-11 Billings – MSU Billings campus

Divorce Mediation 15.0 CLE credits, including 1.50 Ethics (no

SAMI) credits. Presented by Montana Mediators, (406) 839-

3323

December 11 Helena – Great Northern Hotel

Insurance Coverage Litigation 6.0 CLE credits, including 1.0

Ethics (no SAMI) credit. Presented by the National Business

Institute, (800) 930-6182

December 18 Helena – Metcalf Building, Capitol Complex

State Ethics Law 3.0 CLE credits, including 3.0 Ethics (no

SAMI) credits.  Presented by the state Personnel Division,

(406) 444-3985

January 8 Glasgow – Cottonwood Inn

The Glasgow CLE: Land Use, Ethics/SAMI, Family Law,
Mental Competency, Wind Power 6.0 CLE credits, including

2.0 Ethics credits (1.0 of which meets the SAMI requirement).

Presented by the CLE Institute of the State Bar of Montana,

(406) 447-2206.  See program and registration details at

www.montanabar.org

January 15-17 Big Sky – Huntley Lodge

Annual CLE & Ski 10.0 CLE credits, including 3.0 Ethics cred-

its.  Presented by the CLE Institute of the State Bar of Montana,

(406) 447-2206.  See program and registration details at

www.montanabar.org

All other CLEs
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December 1

Deadline for IOLTA compliance forms and pro bono

survey – must be completed online or returned by mail

December 3

Board of Trustees Orientation & Budget Discussion,

3 p.m., State Bar Offices, Helena

State Bar Executive Committee meeting, 7 p.m., Helena

December 4

State Bar Board of Trustees meeting, 9 a.m., Great

Northern Hotel, Helena

December 17

Technology Committee conference call, 10 a.m.

December 25 & January 1

State Bar offices closed on Christmas Day and New Year’s

Day only.

January 8

General Practice CLE, Cottonwood Inn, Glasgow

State Bar Executive Committee meeting, 10 a.m., State

Bar Offices, Helena

January 10

Content & advertising deadline for February issue of The
Montana Lawyer magazine.

January 15-17

Annual CLE & Ski, Huntley Lodge, Big Sky

January 28

Employee-Benefits (VEBA) Trustees meeting, 10 a.m.,

Montana Bankers Association conference room, 1 North

Last Chance Gulch, Helena 

January 29 

State & Federal Planning Rules CLE, Helena

February 12

Real Estate CLE, Fairmont Hot Springs

State Bar Executive Committee meeting, 10 a.m. State Bar

Offices, Helena

February 19

Bench-Bar Conference, Missoula

February 26

Eminent Domain CLE, Bozeman

SSTTAATTEE BBAARR  CCAALLEENNDDAARR

January 15 Teleconference

Paralegal’s Guide to Personal & Corporate Bankruptcy 1.0

CLE credit. Presented by the Institute for Paralegal Education,

(800) 793-5274 

January 22 Teleconference

Paralegal Guide to Legal Research 1.0 CLE credit. Presented

by the Institute for Paralegal Education, (800) 793-5274 

January 28  Billings – Holiday Inn Grand

Advanced Employment Law 6.0 CLE credits. Presented by the

National Business Institue, (800) 930-6182

January 28 Missoula – DoubleTree Hotel

Advanced Employment Law 6.0 CLE credits. Presented by the

National Business Institute, (800) 930-6182

January 28 Teleconference

Paralegal Seminar on Case Management 1.0 CLE credit.

Presented by the Institute for Paralegal Education, (800) 793-

5274 

January 29 Helena

State & Federal Planning Rules Presented by the CLE

Institute of the State Bar of Montana, (406) 447-2206.

Brochure to be mailed to member and details to be posted at

www.montanabar.org

February 12 Fairmont Hot Springs

Real Estate CLE Presented by the CLE Institute of the State

Bar of Montana, (406) 447-2206.  Brochure to be mailed to

member and details to be posted at www.montanabar.org

February 12 Teleconference

Paralegal Seminar on Advanced Use of Medical Records 1.0

CLE credits. Presented by the Institute for Paralegal Education,

(800) 793-5274 

February 19 Missoula

Bench-Bar Conference Presented by the CLE Institute of the

State Bar of Montana, (406) 447-2206.  Brochure to be mailed

to member and details to be posted at www.montanabar.org

February 26 Bozeman

Eminent Domain Presented by the CLE Institute of the State

Bar of Montana, (406) 447-2206.  Brochure to be mailed to

member and details to be posted at www.montanabar.org



State Bar of Montana Bookstore
These Montana legal manuals and videos are for sale or rent via this mail-order catalog.  Other
Montana Bar-produced video seminars, are available for download to your computer on the Online
CLE catalog at www.montanabar.org.

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS

2008 Guide to Montana’s Local and
County Community Foundations
2008, 54 pages

Print only, free

Montana Students’ Guide
to Turning 18
2008, 22 pages, CD $10

Free download at www.montanabar.org

Montana Probate Forms
2006, 288 pages

Book plus CD $150

Civil Jury Instructions
1999 w/2003 Update, 400 pages

Book plus CD $200

Criminal Jury Instructions
2010 edition, 530 pages

CD, price to be determined

Handbook for Guardians &

Conservators
2005, 60 pages incl. 5 forms

Book plus CD $150

2010 Lawyers’ Deskbook & Directory

See order form on Page 13

2009 Lawyers’ Deskbook & Directory
Reduced price: Book or Midyear update

CD, $20; set of both, $30

MT Family Law Form Book
2005, 93 pages incl. 26 forms

Book and CD $150

Public Discipline Under MT Rules

of Professional Conduct
Through 2008, 152 pages annotated

Book $35

Public Information Flyers
tri-fold brochures, $10/bundle of 100

Client Bill of Rights 

Dispute Resolution

Divorce in Montana 

How Lawyers Set Their Fees

Purchasing Your Home

Renting a House or Apartment

Small Claims Court

After an Auto Accident

When You Need a Lawyer

Wills & Probate

Statute of Limitations Manual
1998, 95 pages w/2001 Update

Book $25 

Step-parent Adoption Forms
2003, 5 forms

Book $20

U.S. & Montana Constitutions
Pocket-sized booklet

$4 each

University of Montana Law Review

Subscribe at www.umt.edu/mlr

Public Lands Law Review

Subscribe at www.umt.edu/publicland

MONTANA CD/DVD
SEMINAR RENTALS

(Maximum self-study credits
is 5.0 per year)

2009 Criminal Law Ethics DVDs
6 DVDs may be rented as a set ($150 plus

$50 deposit) or separately ($35 each plus

$25 deposit)

1. Do Not Reveal Your Client’s Perjury –

1.0 Ethics credit

2. Fairness & Due Process in

Disciplinary Proceeding – 1.0

Ethics credit

3. In Praise of the Guilty Project – .75

Ethics credit

4. The Loyalty Apocalypse – 1.25 Ethics

credits.

5.  Accountability for Prosecutorial &

Defense Attorney Misconduct – .75

Ethics credits

6. Common Dilemmas in Criminal Ethics

– 1.0 Ethics credit.

Malpractice Prevention Ethics
Series
6 DVDs may be rented as a set ($150 plus

$50 deposit) or separately ($35 each plus

$25 deposit) 

1. Top 10 Malpractice Traps - 1.0 Ethics

Credit

2. Dancing in the Minefield:  Ethics in the

Electronic Era - 2.0  Ethics Credits

3. The Ten C’s to Malpractice Prevention

- 1.0 Ethics Credit

4. Malpractice and the Impaired Lawyer

- 1.0  Ethics/SAMI Credit

TO ORDER
To pay by check, please fill out the mail-in form below:

Send the item(s) circled above to:

Name ______________________________ Mailing Address _______________________________

Street Address _____________________________________City, State, Zip___________________

Amount Enclosed $________________________

Mail order & check to: State Bar of Montana, PO Box 577, Helena MT 59624    

To pay by credit card, please see the online Bookstore at www.montanabar.org
(Payment must accompany all orders) 



State Bar of Montana members get 15% discount off all ABA publications.
Go to www.ababooks.org and enter the code PAB7EMTB when ordering.

5. Risk Evaluation from an Insurer’s

Perspective - 1.0 Ethics credit

6. The Impossible Happens: Your Client

Turns on You - 1.0  General CLE credit

FOR THE FOLLOWING:

Send 2 checks – one for $75 rental fee, one

for $25 security deposit

Consumer Law Series Phone CLEs –
Parts I, II, & III
3.0 CLE credits, 3-CD set

Surviving Credit Card Debt
5.0 CLE credits

2 DVDs, print materials on CD included

2007 Criminal Law Update 
2.0 CLE credits

DVD, prints materials included

2007 Wrongful Discharge CLE
2.0 CLE credits

DVD, print materials included

2007 Copyright Law CLE
Speaker: UM Prof. Scott Burnham

2.0 CLE credits

DVD, print materials included

2007 Best of State CLE

5 CD set features 5 topics:
- Workers’ Comp in a Nutshell
- Small Firm & Solo Practice
- Engagement & Disengagement Letters
- Community Property in Another State: Effect

on MT Dissolution
-  Adult Felony Sentencing

1.0 CLE credit each topic

5 CDs, print materials included

2007 Landlord-Tenant CLE
3.0 CLE credits
3-CD set, audio only
Print materials included

2007 Montana Ethics CLE, Butte
5.0 CLE credits, inc. 5.0 Ethics credits

Set of 4 DVDs, print materials included

MONTANA DVD SEMINARS
FOR FREE 

DVDs, $25 deposit required

2007 Inheriting Indian Land confer-
ence
2 DVD set, QuickTime format

2007 MT Leadership Summit on the
Protection of Children
2-DVD set, 2.75 CLE credits

2006 Early Childhood Development
‘Implications for Court’
1.5 CLE credits

CLE MATERIALS
on CD or via e-mail, $35

CLE materials from 2009

Bench-Bar Conference
Abuse of Process, Malicious Prosecution & the
Seltzer Case; Court Performance Measures
Program; New Federal Rules of Procedure;
Settlement Conferences; Pro Se Litigants;
Courtroom Technology

Bucking Horse CLE
New Privacy Rules; Unrepresented Opposing
Parties; Americans With Disabilities; Business Law
Update; Lawyer’s Assistance Program; Legislative
Update

Civil Litigation
Hardware, Software & Guidelines for Evidence &
Argument in Court; Insurance; Safe Place to Work
Claims; Litigation Dangers; Litigation Pitfalls

CLE & Ski
Land Use; Case Update; New Canons of Judicial
Ethics; Technology; Employment Law; Business
Law; Post Courtal Separation Anxieties; Ethics

Easements
Our Lady of the Rockies v. Peterson Oral
Arguments & Decision; Blazer v. Wall; Ownership &
Access Across Public Land & Waterways

Family Law
Prenuptial Agreements; Teachers’ Retirement
Accounts; State Retirement Accounts; Discovery;
New Public Access Rules; Ethics in Working with
Unrepresented Opposing Party

Law Office Management
Closing, Retaining & Destroying Client Files;
Workers’ Compensation; Intellectual Property;
Privacy in Family Law; Attorney-Paralegal Ethics

Malpractice Prevention
Malpractice Traps; Electronic Ethics; Risk
Evaluation, Lawyers’ Assistance Program; Your
Client Turns on You

Oil, Gas & Wind Leasing in Montana
Wind Leases & Options; Federal Oil & Gas Leasing
& Operation; When You Find a New Natural Gas
Field; CO2 Sequestration; Title Problems; Coal Bed
Methane; Appearing Before the Oil & Gas Board

On the Water Front
Stream Setback; New Historical Consumptive Use
Formula; Water Quality; Adjudication; Water Right
Fundamentals; Ditch Easements; Water
Commissioners & Enforcement

CLE materials from 2008

Administrative Law & Procedure
Judicial Review of Agency Cases; Contested Case
Procedures Before Dept. of Labor & Industry; Social
Security Administrative Procedures; Ethics; Federal
Tort Claims; Administrative Tax Appeal

Annual Meeting CLEs

Professionalism; Technology; Federal Tax Update;
Family Law Update; Stress & Depression; Law
Practice Business; MTLA Update; Land Use;
Judicial Conduct Rules; MDTLA Update;
Depositions; Rules of Appellate Procedure; Criminal
Law Update; Federal Court Rules

Bankruptcy
Litigating Consumer Claims; Risk Management;
Best Practices; Chapter 13 Update; Judges Panel;
Means Testing; Case Update

Bench-Bar
Motions; Limited Representation & ‘Unbundled’
Legal Services; Stress

CLE & SKI
Effective Mediation Techniques; 2007 Supreme
Court Update; Montana Stream Access; Complex
Real Estate Cases; Structured Settlements

Construction Law
Life Cycle of a Project; Defect Claims & the Prompt
Payment Act; Workers’ Compensation; ADR;
Pursuing Payment; Contracting for Energy Projects;
Perspectives of Owners, Buildings and Design
Professionals on Design-Build Projects

Family Law
Common Mistakes in Calculating Child Support;
Why We Practice Family Law; Special Issue
Parenting Plans; Ethics; Depositions & Evidentiary
Issues; Military Benefits; New Public Access Rules

General Practice
Indian Probate Reform Act; Impaired Practitioners;
Criminal Law Update; Judges: What to Do; Ethics;
Medicaid; Privacy & Public Access 

Leap Into Litigation
All Law, On All Matters; Who Wants to be Stress
Free?; Subpoenas: 3rd Party, State; Federal &
HIPPA; Settlements & Mediation; Legal
Investigation

Oil & Gas
Elm Coulee Field; Right to Access & Surface
Damages; Leasing from a Lessor’s Perspective;
BLM’s Leasing Program; Lawyer-Created Title
Problems; Natural Gas Power Plant Development;
Joint Ventures & Audits

Primer on New Court Rules
Including Federal, Appellate, Workers’
Compensation, Water Court and Local Rules 

Small Firm - Solo Practice
How to Succeed; Basic Will Drafting; Water Rights
Claims; Privacy Rules; Lawyers’ Assistance
Program

Water Rights for General
Practitioners
Water Rights Fundamentals & Jurisdiction; Water
Court Perspectives; Supply, Demand & the Future
of Water Rights Claims; Ditch Easements; Realty
Transfer Certificates; Ownership Updates 

To request CLE materials
from 2007 or earlier,

contact Gino Dunfee at 447-2206

For online CLE seminars, go to
www.montanabar.org

under “CLE”



By Betsy Brandborg
State Bar Legal Counsel 

E
ffective Oct. 1, 2009, all
Montana notaries are required
by statute to maintain a notary

journal that could become a public
document, raising lawyers’ concern that the journal contains
confidential client information (see November Montana
Lawyer).

Section 1-5-416(1)(g), MCA provides that all Montana
notaries “keep and maintain an official notary journal record-
ing the details of each notarial act performed” including the
date, the type of notarial act, the type and date of the docu-
ment, name, address and signature of the individual and type
of identification used, among other information. Section 1-5-
419, MCA mandates transfer of a notary’s journal to the coun-
ty clerk and recorder upon a notary’s expiration, resignation,
death, or removal.

A notary journal is necessary, Montana Secretary of State
Counsel Jorge Quintana and Deputy Secretary Rusty Harper
explained, because notaries regularly complain that they are
asked to notarize documents that have been signed outside
their presence. The point of the notary journal is to record the
signature as it occurs.  The journal is mandated to protect the
notary.  That's why it belongs to the notary and does not
belong to the firm that pays the notary.  Notaries are independ-
ent public officers commissioned by the state.

Montana attorneys who are notaries have requested an opin-
ion from the State Bar’s Ethics Committee addressing their
concerns about disclosing confidential information in the jour-
nal. Examples of confidential documents causing the attor-
neys’ concerns include pre-nuptial agreements and relinquish-
ment of parental rights in adoption proceedings.

Montana Rule of Professional Conduct 1.6 on confidentiali-
ty provides that a “lawyer may reveal information relating to
the representation of a client to the extent the lawyer reason-
ably believes necessary…to comply with other law…” 

The Ethics Committee may address the issue of whether the
administrative record-keeping goal of the statute is trumped by
a lawyer's mandate to maintain the confidences of clients with-
in Rule 1.6.

However, Ethics Opinions are simply advisory peer opin-
ions, and are treated as such by the Courts.  The State Bar's
Executive Committee is also addressing the issue and has
directed State Bar staff to explore alternatives, including legis-
lation, with the Montana Secretary of State's Office.

WHILE LEGISLATION TO ADDRESS the issue is
under consideration, the secretary of state suggests in the inter-

im that when a notary leaves a firm,
the firm requests that the journal be
sealed by the district court, with lan-
guage specifying that access to the
journal is only via court-ordered
access to a particular page of the
document: “In re Sealing the Notary

Journal of [the notary].”  The Secretary's of State’s Office also
agreed that one signature per page in the journal is acceptable,
as long as the page reflects that the other entries were left
intentionally blank.  It is NOT acceptable to keep two journals
under the current statute, as earlier reported.

Possible legislation would permit the sealing of all journals,
requiring a court order to unseal the specific journal page.
Apparently, there is a fear that certain vendors are inclined to
“mine" the filed  journals for names of future customers.

IN SUMMARY, ALTERNATIVES available to safeguard
confidential information contained in notary journals of
notaries who resign, die, are removed, or whose terms expire
include:

� Request that the journal be sealed by the district court, with
language specifying that access to the journal is only via court-
ordered access to a particular page of the document: “In re
Sealing the Notary Journal of [the notary].”

� The Secretary of State’s Office also agreed that one signa-
ture per page in the journal is acceptable, as long as the page
reflects that the other entries were left intentionally blank.  It is
not appropriate to keep two journals.

� Not all documents require notarization. Confirm the neces-
sity prior to recording otherwise confidential information.

� Prior to notarizing a document, distinguish whether the
lawyer is performing the service as a witness or as a lawyer.
The witness/lawyer rule potentially preempts future represen-
tation.

� Finally, the secretary of state suggests using general terms
of art in the journal.  Instead of writing “prenuptial  agree-
ment” write “contract” or “agreement.”

THOSE SEEKING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION about
Montana's current notary statutes can visit the Secretary of
State's website at:

http://sos.mt.gov/Notary/Changes.asp.
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Addressing those
notary journal
confidentiality

concerns

NEW LAWS FOR MONTANA PRACTICES



By Ross W. Cannon
State Bar Dispute Resolution Committee

A
new act that became effective on Oct. 1, 2009,
requires that a person being proposed to serve as a
neutral arbitrator must disclose in writing to each

party to the arbitration all matters that bear on that person’s
ability to act as an impartial arbitrator.

The disclosures required are:

� Any matters that would require disqualification of a
judge.

� Employment of the proposed arbitrator by a party to the
arbitration within the last five years.

� The names of parties to each arbitration in which the
proposed neutral arbitrator served as a party or neutral arbitra-
tor after Oct. 1, 2009, including the results of each arbitration.

� Any attorney-client or employment relationship the pro-
posed neutral arbitrator has had with any party to the arbitra-
tion within the last five years.

The proposed neutral arbitrator’s failure to make a material
disclosure required by the act constitutes a ground for vacating
the arbitrator’s award.  

The Act
The 2009 Montana Legislature enacted the “Fairness in

Arbitration Act.”  Ch. 399, L. 2009.  The act becomes part of
the Montana Uniform Arbitration Act, Title 27, Chapter 5,
Parts 1–3 codified at §§27-5-116, 27-5-211 and 27-5-312,
MCA.  [References to MCA are hereafter omitted].  The act
originated as HB 322 sponsored by Rep. Anders Blewett (D)
HD 21 (Great Falls), and co-sponsored by Rep. Ken Peterson
(R) HD 46 (Billings) and Sen. Jim Shockley (R) SD 45
(Victor).  The bill, as amended, passed out of the House
Judiciary Committee by a vote of 17-1 and passed the House
by a vote of 95-3.  It passed the out of the Senate Judiciary
Committee by a vote of 12-0 and passed the Senate by a vote
of 50-0.   

The act requires that beginning Oct. 1, 2009, a person who
has been proposed, nominated, or appointed as a neutral arbi-
trator pursuant to an arbitration agreement [proposed neutral
arbitrator] must disclose to each party to the agreement “all
matters that could cause a person aware of the facts underlying
a potential conflict of interest to have reasonable doubt that the
person would be able to act as a neutral or impartial arbitra-
tor.”  §27-5-116(3).  

In addition, the proposed neutral arbitrator must specifically
disclose: (1) the existence of any ground specified in §3-1-803
for disqualification of a judge; (2) whether he or she has been
employed by a party to the arbitration proceeding within the
last five years; and (3) the names of the parties to arbitration

proceedings commenced after Oct. 1, 2009, other than the
pending proceeding, in which he or she served or is serving as
a party arbitrator or as an attorney to a party to that proceed-
ing, and the results of each of those proceedings that were
arbitrated to conclusion, including (1) the date of the arbitra-
tion award, (2) identification of the prevailing party, (3) names
of the parties’ attorneys, and (4) the amount of monetary dam-
ages awarded, if any.  §§27-5-116(4)(c)(i)(A) and (4)(c)(ii)(A)-
(D).  

That proposed neutral arbitrator must make the same disclo-
sures with respect to arbitration proceedings in which he
served or is serving as a neutral arbitrator.  §27-5-
116(4)(d)(i)(A) and (4)(d)(ii)(A), (B), (D), and (E).  In addi-
tion he must identify the person and the party who selected
him to serve as a neutral arbitrator, if any. §27-5-
116(4)(d)(ii)(C).  

The proposed neutral arbitrator must make the disclosures
set out in §§27-5-116(4)(c)(i)(A), (4)(c)(ii)(A)-(D),
(4)(d)(i)(A), and (4)(d)(ii)(A-E), MCA, for all arbitration pro-
ceedings in which the he or she served as a party or neutral
arbitrator after Oct. 1, 2009. 

§27-5-116(4)(e), on the other hand, requires the proposed
neutral arbitrator to disclose any attorney-client relationships

New act requires disclosures by neutral arbitrators
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he has had with a party or an attorney for a party within the
last five years.  Similarly, §27-5-116(4)(b) requires him to dis-
close whether he has been employed by a party to the arbitra-
tion within the last five years.  

After Oct. 1, 2014, the proposed neutral arbitrator must
make all of the  disclosures required by the act within the last
five years.  §27-5-116(4)(c)(i)(B) and §27-5-116(4)(d)(i)(B).

The proposed neutral arbitrator must make the disclosures
required by the act in writing to all parties within 10 days of
the date he is proposed and must serve them on the parties in
accordance with Title 25, chapter 3, part 2.

Excluded from the act are (1) arbitration proceedings pur-
suant to a collective bargaining agreement, (2) arbitration
agreements approved by the Securities & Exchange
Commission, and (3) arbitrations conducted by the State Bar
of Montana’s voluntary fee arbitration program. §27-5-116(7)-
(8).       

Section 2 of the act amends §27-5-312 to require a neutral
arbitrator appointed by a district court after Oct. 1, 2009, to
comply with the disclosure provisions of Section 1 of the act
[§27-5-116].

Section 3 of the act amends §27-5-312 to provide that a
neutral arbitrator’s failure to make a material disclosure
required by Section 1 [§27-5-116] constitutes a ground for
vacating the award. 

Amendments to the original version of HB 322
In its original form, HB 322 required a proposed neutral

arbitrator to make all of the disclosures set out above for five
years prior to the date he or she is proposed.  In its final form
the disclosures required by the act, except the disclosures con-
cerning attorney-client and employment relationships, need be
made only for arbitrations the proposed neutral arbitrator par-
ticipated in as a party or neutral arbitrator after Oct. 1, 2009.
After Oct. 1, 2014, all disclosures must be made for the five

years preceding the date he or she is proposed.    
The final version of HB 322 also deleted provisions which

would have required the proposed neutral arbitrator to disclose
any employment or prospective employment or other arrange-
ment for compensated service or whether he had participated
in discussions regarding prospective employment or other
service with a party to the arbitration.  Another provision
deleted from the final version of the bill would have required
the proposed neutral arbitrator to disclose the amount he was
paid for his services as a neutral arbitrator.  Still another provi-
sion deleted from the final version of the bill would have
required disclosure of any professional or significant personal
relationships the proposed neutral arbitrator or his spouse or
minor child living in his household had with a party or an
attorney for a party to the arbitration.

And whereas the original bill provided that a proposed neu-
tral arbitrator’s failure to make a disclosure required by section
1 [§27-5-116] would constitute a ground for vacating an award
the final version provided that his failure to make a “material”
disclosure would constitute a ground for vacating an award.
The final version of the bill also shortened the time for vacat-
ing an award after discovery of a proposed arbitrator’s failure
to make a “material” disclosure required by Section 1 from
one year to 90 days.  A proposed amendment that would have
made it clear that the proposed neutral arbitrator would not
have to make any of the disclosures required by the act for
arbitrations concluded prior to Oct. 1, 2009, was left out of the
final version of HB 322 presumably because of the conflicting
requirements set out §27-5-116(4)(d)(ii)(C) and §27-5-
116(4)(b) which require the proposed neutral arbitrator to dis-
close any attorney-client or employment relationships with a
party within the last five years prior to the date he is proposed. 

Unresolved Issues
The act leaves a number of issues relating to disclosures

unanswered, among which are the following: 

� It does not establish a time bar for challenging a pro-
posed arbitrator once he had made the required disclosures.  

� It does not define what is a “material” disclosure suffi-
cient to warrant vacating an arbitration award if not made. 

� Must a proposed neutral arbitrator make the disclosures
required by the act with respect to arbitrations exempted from
it, i.e., those conducted pursuant to collective bargaining
agreements, securities arbitrations or arbitrations conducted by
the State Bar of Montana’s voluntary fee arbitration program?

� What if a party or attorney to a prior arbitration pro-
ceeding in which the proposed arbitrator was involved declines
to allow the proposed arbitrator to make the required disclo-
sures?  Must the proposed arbitrator withdraw?  

� Must arbitrators provided by arbitration forums such as
the American Arbitration Association, National Arbitration
Forum, and JAMS meet the disclosure requirements of the
Montana act in addition to the disclosures those forums require
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Court appointments
The Montana Supreme Court has made the following appoint-
ments to Court commissions:

� Advisory Commission on Rules of Civil & Appellate

Procedure: Lake and Sanders Counties District Judge Kim
Christopher has been appointed. Her appointment brings the
Commission membership up to the three district court judges
required by state law.

Six members of the Commission were reappointed to new
terms: Two-year terms – Anthony Johnstone and Philip
Grainey; one-year terms – Robert Savage, Julianne Burkhardt,
Dana Christensen, and Randy J. Cox.

� Equal Justice Task Force: Appointed for new three-year
terms are Co-Chairs Nancy Sweeney and Andrew King-Ries,
as well as members District Judge Kurt Kruger,  Judy
Meadows, Rick Bartos, Ann Gilkey, Klaus Sitte, Cynthia
Smith, and Robin Meguire.

� Commission on Practice: Gene Huntington of Helena has
been appoingted for a term ending Aug. 31, 2011. He replaces
deceased lay member Jim Canan.

� Commission on Courts of Limited Jurisdiction: Judge
Greg Mohr, elected as president of the Montana Magistrates’
Association, will replace the former president, Judge Johnny
Seiffert, as the Association’s representative on the
Commission.

their arbitrators to make?  

� Would an arbitration conducted in Montana pursuant to
the Federal Arbitration Act would be subject to the disclosures
required of the Montana act or would the federal act’s disclo-
sure requirements preempt the Montana act’s disclosure
requirements?  

Given that much of the language found in HB 322 derives
from counterpart disclosure provisions found in §1289.1,
California Code of Civil Procedure, attorneys might find it
useful to review decisions of the California courts with respect
to these and other disclosure issues that might arise under the

Montana act at least until such time as the Montana Supreme
Court addresses them.

ROSS W. CANNON, a Helena attorney, is an arbitrator and
mediator and long-time member of the State Bar Dispute
Resolution Committee.  His particular role on the Committee
has been to track and occasionally testify on bills of interest to
the Committee.  In that capacity, he testified before the House
Judiciary Committee to express concerns some members of
the ommittee had with respect to some of the provisions of HB
322.  He also worked with the bill’s principal sponsor to secure
some of the changes to the original version of bill discussed
above. 

Montana’s Lawyers Assistance Program Hotline

11--888888--338855--99111199
Call if you or a judge or attorney you know needs help

with stress and depression issues or drug or alcohol addiction
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By Mike Dennison
Billings Gazette State Bureau

Several Montana Supreme Court
justices on Nov. 20 said details on the
formal sanctioning of lawyers for pro-
fessional misconduct should be made
public, and that rules should be adopt-
ed toward that goal.

“If the system is going to discipline
an attorney, that should be public,”
said Justice James Nelson. “I think we
should do away with this whole
process of private discipline.”

Nelson and fellow Justices Brian
Morris and Pat Cotter, who met in
Helena Friday as part of an informal
working group examining the issue,
said new court-sanctioned rules could
allow for a private, formal warning of
attorneys who commit minor miscon-
duct, but would make public details of
those who are formally disciplined.

THE GROUP was created in the
wake of a case involving former
Billings Assistant City Attorney Moira
D’Alton, who was disciplined by the
high court in 2006 for violating several
rules of professional conduct.

Details about how she violated the
rules were not made public. The state
Commission on Practice, a court-
appointed body that polices the legal
profession in Montana, often allows
lawyers who admit to violations to
agree to a “private admonition,” the
details of which aren’t revealed.

The Billings Gazette sued to obtain
more information on the case and
eventually lost before the Supreme
Court. But the high court later agreed
to appoint the working group to con-
sider whether to change the rules that
allow keeping details of the private
admonitions secret.

Disciplinary Counsel Shaun
Thompson, whose office investigates

complaints of attorney misconduct,
argued on Nov. 20 that private admoni-
tions should continue, because they
often allow the Commission on
Practice to resolve cases without filing
a formal complaint with the Supreme
Court.

Prosecuting formal complaints is
time-consuming, he said, and the pri-
vate admonitions often involve fairly
minor offenses.  “If we do away with
private admonitions, it would signifi-
cantly add to our workload, and we’d
need more staff,” Thompson said.

THOMPSON ALSO had proposed
a new procedure in which lawyers
could choose to make a “conditional
admission” to violations they had com-
mitted, with the penalty being a public
reprimand.

Mike Meloy, a Helena attorney rep-
resenting the Gazette, said no attorneys
would choose that option if they still
could have a private admonition. “I
feel very strongly that whenever a
lawyer does something that merits dis-
cipline, they’ve crossed the line and
that should be made public,” Meloy
said.

The justices on the working group
essentially agreed that details of formal
disciplinary actions should be made
public, but that Thompson’s office
should have some discretion to issue a
private warning to attorneys who com-
mit minor infractions.

They directed Thompson and other
members of the group to collaborate on
possible rule changes to achieve those
goals.

The other members of the panel are
Dillon attorney John Warren, who
chairs the Commission on Practice;
John Barrows, executive director of the
Montana Newspaper Association, and
Chris Manos of the State Bar of
Montana.  �

Make discipline more public,
some Montana justices say

Attorney suspended

DISCIPLINE Lawyer finds no escape
by quitting the Bar

Billings attorney Marvin Alback was
suspended from the practice of law by
the Montnana Supreme Court on Nov.
10, even though he resigned from the
State Bar of Montana on Nov. 6.

“[W]hile respondent may seek to
moot the Commission on Practice’s rec-
ommended discipline, we do not believe
that an attorney’s resignation from the
Bar presents and impediment to the
Court’s imposition of discipline. . .,” the
Court said in its Nov. 10 order.

The order outlined several delaying
tactics Mr. Alback used unsuccessfully
to put off the Commission’s recommen-
dation of a 90-day suspension for earlier
misconduct.  

On Nov. 4, the Court received a copy
of a letter sent by Mr. Alback to the
State Bar stating he would resign his
membership on Nov. 6, the resignation
would be permanent with no attempt on
his part to ever again seek to practice
law in Montana or elsewhere.

But that did not matter to the
Supreme Court.  “[A]ny discipline
imposed remains part of the attorney’s
record, regardless of the attorney’s status
as a member or non-member of the Bar,”
the Court wrote.

Furthermore, regardless of his resig-
nation, the Court said, Mr. Alback must
still pay the costs of the disciplinary pro-
ceedings against him. 

Attorney R. Allen Beck of
Lewistown was suspended from prac-
tice for 30 days by the Montana
Supreme Court. 

The Commission on Practice rec-
ommended the suspension, charging
Mr. Beck with violating rules on com-
petence, diligence, expediting litiga-
tion, and return of files in his relation-
ship with a set of clients.  He also was
charged with failing to respond to an
earlier, informal complaint.

Mr. Beck’s 30-day suspension was
to begin Dec. 1, and he was ordered to
pay the costs of the discipline pro-
ceedings.
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By Ellis McGehee Carter
charitylawyer.blogspot.com

L
awyers who regularly
represent tax-exempt
and nonprofit organizations are eventually solicited for

advice regarding nonprofit governance. Often these questions
drift into management issues. While always quick to point out
that my expertise is in non-profit law, not management, I have
summarized some of the most common governance mistakes I
have witnessed in my practice.

1.  Failing to understand fiduciary duties. When you vol-
unteer to serve as a director or officer of a nonprofit, you
accept the responsibility to act with the duties of good faith,
due care and loyalty. You also accept the potential liability for
failing to fulfill those duties. Increased scrutiny from the IRS,
Congress, state attorneys general, the Department of Justice,
donors, and the media require vigilance at every step. It is no
longer sufficient to rubberstamp committee or staff recommen-
dations or to simply “abstain” from dicey decisions. Today,
board service comes with real responsibilities and real conse-
quences for those that fail to live up to them.

2.  Failing to provide effective oversight. Boards are enti-
tled to delegate tasks to committees, officers, staff, or in cer-
tain cases, professionals, but only if they perform sufficient
oversight. Oversight is commonly exercised through policies
and procedures so long as the board ensures that the policies
and procedures are actually followed. Common oversight
mechanisms include review of financial statements and the
annual Form 990 as well as the implementation of various
governance policies.

Popular governance policies for nonprofits include conflict
of interest policies, executive compensation policies, travel
and expense reimbursement policies, whistleblower policies,
etc. Difficult tasks that require more time and focused atten-
tion can be delegated to committees. Common governance
committees include those designed to oversee finances, invest-
ments, audits, and compensation.

3.  Deference to the executive committee, board chair
or the organization’s founder. No one owns a tax-exempt

nonprofit. No one committee, director, or individual can con-

trol the organization. The executive committee, if one exists, is

typically charged with acting on behalf of the board when the

board is not in session and cannot be easily convened. It is,

however, accountable to the full board and should not be per-

mitted to operate as a “mini-board.” The chair’s primary duty

is typically to preside over

board meetings and to act as a

liaison between the board and

the chief executive. The chair

does not have the power to override decisions of the board.

Similarly, the founder may act as the chief executive and run

the day-to-day affairs of the organization. The founder may

also sit on the board, but even founders serve at the pleasure of

the board. The board has a duty to review the performance and

set compensation for the chief executive and, if necessary, cen-

sure or even terminate the chief executive.

4.  Micro-managing staff. For a nonprofit organization
with paid staff, once board members demand keys to the orga-
nization’s offices and start making direct demands on staff that
report to the chief executive, the board has crossed the line.
The board’s key duties are to provide oversight and strategic
direction, not to meddle in the organization’s day-to-day
affairs. Board members who cross this line are undermining
the authority of the chief executive to their own detriment and
should be prepared to quit their day jobs.

Similarly, staff should not invite micromanagement by ask-
ing the board to take on day-to-day tasks that the staff should
be handling. The size and budget of smaller organizations
necessitates some blurring of these lines, but board members
and staff should know their roles and attempt to adhere to
them as much as possible.

5.  Avoiding the hard questions. It is can be uncomfortable
to ask tough questions or to disagree with one’s fellow board
members. However, group-think rarely leads to sound deci-
sion-making. Often, the most valuable board members are the
ones who, calmly and respectfully, speak their minds. It is
important to set a tone that encourages a free exchange of
ideas, both good and bad. Open, vigorous discussions about
key issues should be encouraged. A board that passes every
resolution “unanimously” should evaluate whether it needs to
do more to encourage a thoughtful and open discussion.

6.  Insufficient conflict management. If a conflict of
interest is with an insider, a family member or a business, it’s
not enough to simply disclose the conflict and have the disin-
terested directors approve the transaction. In such cases, the
disinterested members of the board need to consider alternate
arrangements that do not give rise to a conflict of interest. If
after considering alternatives, the board still finds the transac-
tion with the insider is in the best interest of the organization,
then the board should carefully document the basis for the
decision and the fact that the interested director did not partici-

ATTORNEYS FOR ORGANIZATIONS

Top 10 nonprofit
governance mistakes

from a lawyer’s perspective



pate in the deliberations or vote. The best practice is to follow
the procedures outlined in the intermediate sanctions regula-
tions to properly analyze and document the proposed transac-
tion.

7.  Lack of awareness of laws governing tax-exempts.
Directors that hail from the for-profit world often assume non-
profits operate in a less-regulated environment. In reality, the
opposite is true. Tax-exempt organizations enjoy an array of
tax and other benefits. To ensure those benefits are not exploit-
ed, Congress and local governments have imposed additional
legal requirements that tax-exempts must follow. It is essential
that directors of tax-exempt entities be aware of the various
federal, state, and local taws that apply to the organization.

Many directors are unaware whether they are governing a
private foundation, a public charity, a supporting organization,
or another form of tax-exempt entity, all of which are subject
to different limits on their activities.  Board members should
understand, at a minimum, the penalties they face for overpay-
ing key employees or other insiders, for engaging in excessive
lobbying or political activities, for accommodating tax shelter
transactions, for making egregious bad bargains on behalf of
the organization, the impact of failing to pass the public sup-
port test, etc. Ongoing board training and orientation for new
board members is often the best solution.

8.  Operating with outdated, inconsistent governing
documents. Over time, many organizations change their mis-
sion and purpose without updating their governing documents.
Similarly, many organizations develop governance practices
that do not comply with their original governing documents.

For example, it is not uncommon to see bylaws that call for
voting members, although no member votes have ever taken
place.  Or bylaws with a term that calls for the cessation of the
organization on a date that has long since passed. Frequently,
these issues stem from copying another institution’s bylaws
without regard to the distinctions between the organizations or
current law. 

Encourage compliance by conducting regular reviews of the
governing documents and checking the bylaws before electing
additional officers or directors, creating additional committees,
adopting amendments, etc.

9.  Airing disagreements outside the boardroom. Every
board’s motto should be “what happens in the boardroom stays
in the boardroom.” Inherent in the duty of loyalty that all
board members must adhere to, is an implied duty of confiden-
tiality. Once an issue is settled by board vote, the board mem-
bers who voted against the majority must present a united
front. If a vote is so disagreeable that a board member cannot
carry on in this manner, the board member should consider
resigning.

In extreme cases, if the board member believes the corpora-
tion’s rights are being violated, the board member could join
together with other like-minded board members to bring a
derivative suit to enforce the organization’s rights.

10. Failure to cultivate board diversity. The initial board is
typically made up of friends and advisors of the organization’s
founder. Over time, the initial board may reach out to its mem-
bers’ trusted friends and advisors to fill vacancies. This
approach to board recruitment can lead to the “usual suspect”
syndrome. This is where the same individuals who went to the
same schools, belong to the same clubs, and hail from the
same neighborhoods and professions are institutionalized onto
an organization’s board.

If your organization is run by a group of “usual suspects,”
consider mixing it up by creating a matrix of skills, experi-
ences, and backgrounds that would add valuable perspectives
to the board. Those with law, accounting, and fundraising
skills are obvious choices. Substantive mission-related skills
are also important. For example, an educational organization
may want to recruit a retired teacher or school administrator;
whereas, a domestic violence shelter may want to include a
policy expert, social worker, or someone who has been a vic-
tim of abuse.

ELLIS McGEHEE CARTER is an attorney with the law firm of
Fennemore Craig in Phoenix.  Devoting 100 percent of her
practice to advising tax-exempt and nonprofit organizations,
she was awarded the 2002 Nonprofit Advocate of the Year
award by the Arizona State Bar’s Volunteer Lawyer Program.
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ensure that the responsibilities of the legal profession to the
public are more effectively discharged.

In the Matter of the Unification of the Bar of the State of
Montana, No. 12616 (1974).

III.  The proposed amendments are constitutional.

Most lawyer advertising and solicitation is commercial
speech, and as such, it generally receives an intermediate level
of First Amendment protection.  Advertising and solicitation
can not be prohibited, but reasonable restrictions may be
imposed by the state.

The U.S. Supreme Court case holding that commercial
speech is entitled to some protection is Virginia State Board of
Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, 425 U.S.
748 (1976).  In that case, the Court analyzed a statute that pro-
hibited pharmacists from advertising the prices of prescription
drugs and concluded that the state could not completely sup-
press dissemination of such information.  Because of differ-
ences between commercial speech and traditionally protected
political speech, the Court found that a lesser degree of protec-
tion is adequate to ensure the free flow of commercial infor-
mation.  425 U.S. at 771, n. 24.  Accordingly, commercial
speech is entitled to an intermediate level of protection that
falls between wholly unprotected speech, such as untruthful
statements, and completely protected political speech.  The
Court stated that commercial speech may be regulated by time,
place, and manner restrictions not based on content, restric-
tions against false or misleading speech, and prohibitions
against speech that proposes an illegal transaction.  425 U.S. at
771-772.

The Supreme Court extended this newly articulated com-
mercial speech doctrine to protect lawyers’ truthful print
advertising in Bates v. Arizona State Bar, 433 U.S. 350 (1977).
Bates held that a blanket ban on advertising of routine legal
services is unconstitutional.

Later, outside the context of lawyers’ speech, in Central
Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service Commission of
New York, 447 U.S. 557 (1980), the Supreme Court provided a
standard for regulating commercial speech.  The test has four
parts:  (1)  the expression regulated must propose a lawful
activity and not be misleading; (2) a substantial governmental
interest must be at stake; (3)  the regulation must directly
advance the substantial governmental interest; and (4) the reg-
ulation must be no more extensive than is necessary to serve
that interest.  447 U.S. at 566.   

The Supreme Court has employed the Central Hudson test
several times in cases involving various provisions of state
codes or rules regulating attorney advertising and solicitation.
In In re R.M.J., 455 U.S. 191 (1982), the Court reversed
Missouri’s discipline of a lawyer for publishing print  adver-
tisements that, although truthful, departed from a menu of per-
missible content in Missouri’s Code of Professional

Responsibility.  In Florida Bar v. Went For It Inc., 515 U.S.
618 (1995), the Court found that protecting the privacy of
grieving accident victims’ families is a legitimate state interest.
Accordingly, it upheld a restriction that prohibited plaintiffs’
personal injury lawyers from sending letters to accident or dis-
aster victims or their families within 30 days after the accident
or disaster.  

As a result of decades of litigation over regulation of
lawyers’ marketing activities, several propositions have
become settled:

� A state may ban false or misleading advertising, as well
as advertising that promotes or advocates illegal activity.
Bates v. Arizona State Bar, 433 U.S. 350, 384 (1977);
California v. Morse, 25 Cal. Rptr. 2d 816 (Cal. Ct. App. 1993);
Gould v. Harkness, 470 F. Supp. 2d 1357 (S.D. Fla. 2006); In
re Keller, 792 N.E. 2d 865 (Ind. 2003).

� A state may to some extent restrict the time, place and
manner of lawyer’s advertising and solicitation. Bates v.
Arizona State Bar, 433 U.S. 350, 384 (1997); Florida Bar v.
Went For It Inc., 515 U.S. 618 (1995).

� Reasonable warnings or disclaimers or other prescribed
content may be mandated to dissipate the possibility of con-
sumer confusion or deception.  Zauderer v. Office of
Disciplinary Counsel, 471 U.S. 626, 652-653 (1985); Shapero
v. Kentucky Bar Association, 486 U.S. 466 (1988); Mason v.
Florida Bar, 208 F. 3d 952 (11th Cir. 2000).

� A state may place reasonable restrictions on lawyer
advertising and solicitation that is intrusive or overbearing.
Bates v. Arizona State Bar, 433 U.S. 350, 384 (1997); Ohralik
v. Ohio State Bar Association, 436 U.S. 447, 464 (1978);
Florida Bar v. Went For It Inc., 515 U.S. 618 (1995);
Chambers v. Stengel, 256 F. 3d 397 (6th Cir. 2001). 

A review of the State Bar’s current proposals establishes
that constitutional boundaries have been observed.  To protect
consumers from confusion or deception (a lawful government
interest), 11 categories identifying specific misleading commu-
nications are proposed to be added to Montana’s Rule of
Professional Conduct 7.1.  The proposed amendments to the
rule advance a government interest and are no more extensive
than necessary to serve that government interest in consumer
protection.

IV.  The proposed amendments are included within
the “state action” exemption to the Antitrust Act and
hence do not violate antitrust laws.

The Sherman Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. Section 1, et seq., is
designed to preserve full and free competition and to penalize
practices that unreasonably restrain those who seek to com-
pete.  To this end, Section 1 declares illegal every contract,
combination, or conspiracy in restraint of interstate trade or
commerce, while Section 2 prohibits monopolies or attempts

ADVERTISING, from Page 7



to monopolize.  
Certain State Bar activities are deemed exempt from anti-

trust law by virtue of a judicially created exemption known as
the “state action” doctrine.  In Parker v. Brown, 317 U.S. 341
(1943), the Court ruled that there was no intent in the Sherman
Act to nullify state power.  The Court ruled that the exercise of
regulatory power by the states, even though it might result in
anticompetitive activity, does not violate the Act.  To fall with-
in the protection of the state-action doctrine, there must be a
clearly articulated state policy to replace competition with reg-
ulation and there must be state supervision of the anticompeti-
tive conduct.  Southern Motor Carriers Rate Conference Inc. v.
United States, 471 U.S. 48 (1985) and Brown v. Ticor Title
Insurance Co., 982 F.2d 386 (9th Cir. 1992).

The proposed amendments establish the boundaries of
lawyer advertising by identifying types of misleading commu-
nications.  While the proposed amendment arguably impairs
competition, legitimate state policy allows this Court to protect
consumers within Montana’s attorney regulatory scheme.  The
proposed amendment to Rule 8.5 subjects lawyers who adver-
tise in Montana to this Court’s supervision and disciplinary
authority.    The “state action” doctrine defeats any antitrust
challenges to the State Bar’s proposed amendments.

V.  Conclusion

One need only watch an evening of television to see the
extent to which out-of-state providers of legal services attempt
to offer representation to Montanans.  Most of the advertise-
ments include specific state disclaimers.  Adding Montana pro-
tections to those advertisements is a sensible alternative.  The
petitioners believe that amendments to the Rules of

Professional Conduct are necessary to make the Rules clearer
and more useful to clients, attorneys and the public.  The
Board of Trustees of the State Bar of Montana and the Ethics
Committee request the Court adopt the proposed changes.

Petitioners request that the Court provide a period of com-
ment before taking action on this petition.  We request that the
Court direct publication of this petition and the proposed rule
changes in The Montana Lawyer and on the State Bar’s web-
site and solicit comments or responses from the Bar member-
ship and public before considering the request for amendment.
Petitioners request that they be given the opportunity to reply
to comments or responses from the public and the bar.  

NOTES

1.  Participants included then-Ethics Committee Chair Cynthia Smith (also

current Bar president; at the time of the meeting, Board of Trustee chair), current

Ethics Committee Chair Mike Alterowitz and former Chair Keith Maristuen (also

former State Bar president); Ethics Committee members Ted Hess-Homeier, Kent

Kasting (also former president of the Utah State Bar), and Tim Strauch (also for-

mer discipline counsel); Former State Bar Presidents Robert Sullivan and Andy

Suenram; then-Board of Trustee member Robert Spoja; Roberta Zenker, member

of the Supreme Court’s Unauthorized Practice Commission and former Madison

County attorney, and Montana Trial Lawyer Association Executive Director Al

Smith.

2.   The working group consisted of Cynthia Smith, Keith Maristuen, Tim

Strauch, Andrew Suenram, and Robert Spoja.

3.  The language not adopted from ABA Model Rule 7.2 (b), and hence not

included in Montana’s rule, provides:   “(4) refer clients to another lawyer or a

nonlawyer professional pursuant to an agreement not otherwise prohibited under

these Rules that provides for the other person to refer clients or customers to the

lawyer, if (i) the reciprocal referral agreement is not exclusive, and (ii) the client is

informed of the existence and nature of the agreement.”

4.   See also Bates v. Arizona State
Bar, 433 U.S. 350, holding the Antitrust

Act  inapplicable under the state action

doctrine:  “the challenged restraint is the

affirmative command of the Arizona

Supreme Court….That Court is the ulti-

mate body wielding the state’s power over

the practice of law…, and, thus, the

restraint is ‘compelled by direction of the

state acting as a sovereign” quoting

Goldfarb v. Virginia State Bar, 421 U.S.

773 (1975).
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your client might be labeled a “career
offender” and thus be subject to a much
higher guidelines sentencing range.72

Exceptions to the statutory mini-
mum sentence

There are only two exceptions to the
statutory mandatory minimum sentence:
when your client cooperates with the
government,73 and when your client
qualifies for the “safety valve.”74

Cooperating with the government.

Cooperating with the government means
providing “substantial assistance in the
investigation or prosecution of another
person who has committed an offense.”75

Experience informs that this may include
a written proffer, verbal information, act-
ing undercover, repeated debriefings
with law enforcement officers, meetings
with prosecutors and defense attorneys,
and testifying in court or before a grand
jury.  The U.S Attorney’s Office unilat-
erally determines whether the coopera-

tion is “substantial.”76 If the coopera-
tion is deemed substantial, the assistant
United States attorney may file a “sub-
stantial assistance” motion under
U.S.S.G. § 5K1.1 (“§ 5K”77 motion),
authorizing the court to sentence below
the advisory Guidelines’ sentencing
range, and more importantly a motion
under 18 U.S.C. § 3553(e) (“§
3553(e)”)78 authorizing the court to sen-
tence below the statutorily-mandated
minimum sentence at the time of sen-
tencing.  Without a § 3553(e) “substan-
tial assistance” motion, and absent the
“safety valve” exception discussed
below, the judge cannot sentence the
defendant below the mandatory mini-
mum.79

Once a “substantial assistance”
motion is submitted, the federal district
court has discretion to sentence below
the Guidelines’ range (a 5K motion),
below the statutory mandatory minimum
sentence (3553(e) motion), or below
both.80 If your client provides substan-
tial assistance after the date of sentenc-
ing, the assistant U.S. attorney may file
a motion under Rule 35 of the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure (“Rule 35”)
motion requesting a further sentence
reduction.81 Theoretically, your client is
entitled to the § 5K motion and/or the §
3553(e) motion (on the date of sentenc-
ing), as well as the Rule 35 motion (after
the date of sentencing).82

Unfortunately, in the recent past, the
government expects and demands full
and complete cooperation, but then, at
its discretion, will refuse to file a “sub-
stantial assistance” motion.83 Alter-
natively, the government will file a “sub-
stantial assistance” motion, but the court
does not reduce the sentence or reduces
the sentence by only a few months,
effectively nullifying the benefit of
cooperation.84 In fact, under recently
implemented policy, when your client
pleads guilty, the U.S. Attorney’s Office
refuses to commit to a cooperation
motion, regardless of the extent of the
client’s assistance to the government.85

Instead, the government merely commits
to considering a “substantial assistance”
motion and does not announce its deci-
sion until shortly before sentencing.86

Despite your client’s cooperation, the
Assistant U.S. Attorney will seek sen-

tencing enhancements under the guide-
lines, will oppose your arguments for a
lower guidelines range, and will not dis-
miss any § 851 notice which, at a mini-
mum, doubles the mandatory minimum
sentence.87

In sum, in 2009, your client takes a
great risk by cooperating, and often
obtains very little, if any, benefit.  Any
benefit depends on the discretion of the
government first and then, if authorized
by the government, of the sentencing
judge. 

The “Safety Valve.”88 The safety
valve exception permits the federal dis-
trict court to sentence below the statuto-
ry mandatory minimum sentence if the
following five criteria are satisfied: 

1. The defendant does not have more
than 1 criminal history point, as
determined under the Sentencing
Guidelines;89

2. The defendant did not use vio-
lence, or credible threats of violence,
or possess a firearm or other danger-
ous weapon (or induce another par-
ticipant to do so) in connection with
the offense;

3. The offense did not result in death
or serious bodily injury to any per-
son;

4. The defendant was not an organiz-
er, leader, manager, or supervisor of
others in the offense, as determined
under the Sentencing Guidelines, and
was not engaged in a continuing
criminal enterprise, as defined in 21
U.S.C. § 848;90 and

5. Not later than the time of the sen-
tencing hearing, the defendant has
truthfully provided to the govern-
ment all information and evidence
the defendant has concerning the
offense or offenses that were part of
the same course of conduct or of a
common scheme or plan, but the fact
that the defendant has no relevant or
useful other information to provide
or that the government is already
aware of the information shall not
preclude a determination by the court

PRISONER’S DILEMMA,
from Page 11
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that the defendant has complied with
this requirement.91

The safety valve can be applied by
the court regardless of whether the gov-
ernment files a “substantial assistance”
motion.92 If the safety valve applies in
a drug case, the defendant also benefits
from a two-level decrease in the calcula-
tion of the advisory guidelines.

93
Thus,

your client can benefit from the safety
valve without cooperating or providing
“substantial assistance,” as long as your
client provides complete and truthful
information as to his or her involvement
in narcotics trafficking.

If your client possessed a firearm,
your client will be ineligible for the safe-
ty valve even if he or she is a first time
offender.94 For example, the enhance-
ment would not be applied if the defen-
dant, arrested at his residence, had an
unloaded hunting rifle in the closet.95

Unfortunately, even if your client coop-
erates and provides substantial assis-
tance, experience dictates that the U.S.
attorney will not concede that the
firearm enhancement does not apply and
will not dismiss a gun count.96 In other

words, in Montana, neither guidelines
stipulations nor charge-bargaining are
part of the cooperation agreement.  In
fact, the U.S. Attorney’s Office adheres
to the Sept. 22, 2003, memo from then
Attorney General John Ashcroft requir-
ing prosecution to charge and secure
convictions for the most readily provable
serious offense, which means prosecute
to obtain the greatest sentence.97

As with drug crimes, the practitioner
must become familiar with the nuances
of federal firearms statutes, case law,
and Guidelines.  For example, although
in 1993 the U.S. Supreme Court held
that a person who trades a firearm for
drugs “uses” that firearm within the
meaning of 18 U.S.C § 924(c),98 the
Court also held in 2009 that the converse
is not true – a person who trades drugs
for a firearm does not “use” the firearm
under § 924(c).99

The typical written plea agreement
from the U.S. attorney for the District of
Montana includes the following provi-
sions:

Plead guilty to the most serious
count, usually the mandatory mini-
mum conspiracy count (making your
client potentially responsible for all
drugs possessed by all co-defendants
if drug possession by the co-defen-
dants was “foreseeable” to your
client), and, if charged, the § 924(c)
gun count(s).100

If notice of a plea is timely (usual-
ly about two weeks before trial), the
government will recommend the 3-
level guideline deduction for accept-
ance of responsibility,101 unless your
client obstructed justice prior to sen-
tencing.102

Your client agrees to provide “all
of his requested financial informa-
tion” to the government and to the
Probation Office.103

Waiver of the following rights:
a. Your client waives the right to

jury trial and all attendant rights
thereto;   

b. Your client waives the right to
appeal the conviction;

c. If the government files a sub-
stantial assistance motion104 and the
court accepts the plea agreement,
your client waives the right to appeal

the sentence;
d.  Your client waives the right to

have a post-sentencing hearing on a
substantial “assistance motion”105

for your client’s cooperation provid-
ed after sentencing.  Your client
waives the right to “request” such a
hearing and waives the right to be
“present” at such a hearing if one is
held;

e.  Your client waives the right to
collaterally attack the judgment or
sentence106 except as to claims of
ineffective assistance of counsel
(IAC);

f.  Your client waives any claim of
double jeopardy or right to specific
performance of the plea agreement if
your client moves to withdraw the
plea, withdraws the plea, or obtains
dismissal, reversal, or remand of any
of the counts of conviction;

g.  If the original charges are
restored, your client also waives any
objections, motions, or defenses
based upon the Statute of
Limitations, the Speedy Trial Act, or
any other potential restriction of
counts dismissed.107

The government is not bound to
make a specific sentencing recom-
mendation: “The United States and
the defendant reserve all right, with-
out condition, to make any appropri-
ate sentencing recommendation.”108

The government makes no agree-
ment as to the guidelines’ calcula-
tions: the guidelines are calculated
by the United States Probation Office
and determined by the court.109 The
government reserves the right to
object to the guidelines’ calculations
and to any sentence outside the
guidelines’ range.110

The court is not bound by the sen-
tencing recommendation of either
party.111

The court may impose sentence
“anywhere” within the advisory
guidelines’ range or may impose
“any reasonable sentence”112 above
or below that Guideline range.
Although not stated in the plea
agreement, if any counts are dis-
missed, conduct from dismissed
counts, i.e., drug quantity, can be
used to calculate the Guidelines.113
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Cooperation provisions

i.e., “Potential Departure for

Substantial Assistance”

Your client must:
i.  provide a “truthful written prof-

fer;”
ii.  provide “complete, truthful,

forthright, material, important, valu-
able, and  meaningful” information
as to “any subject inquired of him;”
and

iii.  provide “complete, truthful,
and forthright testimony if called
upon” in court or before a grand
jury.114

If your client provides any “mate-
rially false information” or if your
client withholds “material informa-
tion,” your client can be charged
with such crimes as fraud, false
statement, obstruction of justice, or
perjury.115

The government agrees that the
information provided will not be
used against your client in any crimi-
nal proceeding (use immunity) and
will not be used against your client at
sentencing.116

The “reward:” “The United
States will consider and evaluate the
written proffer and the recommenda-
tions of law enforcement.  If the
prosecution concludes that the assis-
tance provided is substantial, truthful
and complete, as required, an appro-
priate motion will be made.”117

However,
i.  No departure motion is offered

or promised by the government; and
ii.  No motion will be filed “if the

government determines that the
information is either untruthful, will-
fully incomplete, of little value, or
insubstantial.”118

Although usually detained without
bail prior to trial, your client recog-
nizes that detention is likely after
their change of plea and pending sen-
tencing.119

In the past, this type of a plea agree-
ment would have been considered a con-
tract of adhesion and in violation of pub-
lic policy.120 What, if anything, is your

client getting from the plea agreement?
Although, by signing the plea agree-
ment, your client is required to waive
every possible constitutional and statuto-
ry right (except ineffective assistance of
counsel (IAC)).  By accepting the plea
agreement, your client is only getting the
hope of a lighter sentence if the govern-
ment, upon the recommendation of law
enforcement, decides to file a “substan-
tial assistance” motion.121 This decision
is virtually unreviewable by the district
court and waiver of appellate review is
always part of the deal.122

At an oral argument in the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the 9th Circuit, Judge
Kleinfeld recognized the one-sided and
unfair nature of federal plea agreements
in Montana:

When I read your deal, it looks like
there’s no deal, it’s a seduction, ‘you
give us everything you have and
we’ll decide whether we want to do
anything for you and we don’t prom-
ise to’ . . . The defense bar knows
that these kinds of 5K1.1 provisions
in plea agreements are totally worth-
less and no one should cooperate.123

The defense often wins the oral argu-
ment only to lose the appeal.  Despite
the apparent consensus of the panel that
the plea agreement was unfair, the
Jones’ court ruled that the government

did not breach the plea agreement.124

So, if you stand by while your client
enters into one of these one-sided plea
agreements, realize the 9th Circuit Court
of Appeals will likely not give your
client any relief if he or she does not get
any benefit from cooperating.125

If no one cooperates, as Judge
Kleinfeld suggests, all federal drug
defendants benefit in accordance with
the Prisoner’s Dilemma game.  The gov-
ernment would be forced to offer sub-
stantial benefits, i.e., dismissals and
lighter sentences, in return for coopera-
tion.  However, as in the game, the real
world is full of self-interested defectors,
betrayers, and snitches.  Because they
will not adhere to Patrick Henry’s princi-
ple of “united we stand, divided we
fall,”126 our clients collectively will fall
victim to an overly-punitive federal
criminal justice system.

Your client’s dilemma
Your narcotics client faces a real-life

dilemma in Montana federal court and
must make “choices.”  Your client can
proceed to trial, and even if loses, he has
asserted his Sixth Amendment right to a
jury trial.  In the process, the defense
attorney cross-examines the govern-
ment’s snitches and exposes their moti-
vations and likely exaggerations, if not
fabrications.  And the client does not
join the world of rats and place his fate
in the discretion of the government and
expose himself to the dangers (both in
and out of custody) of cooperation.  Of
course, conviction is likely, as is a high-
er, and often much higher, sentence.
Moreover, proceeding to trial at a practi-
cal level forecloses the opportunity to
cooperate.  An acquitted client has no
incentive to cooperate.  Conversely, the
government is unlikely to reward a
defendant who proceeds to trial with a
substantial assistance motion; which
could give rise to a bad-faith claim that
the government is punishing the defen-
dant for exercising his Sixth Amendment
right to a jury trial.     

Alternatively, your client can “plead
to the sheet,” that is plead guilty to all
charges without a plea agreement.127

Your client thus accepts responsibility
and likely will gain a reduced guide-
lines’ sentencing range.  Moreover, your
client does not waive as many rights as

Even if your client cooperates fully with the govern-
ment, whether he gets a sentencing break is up to
the government – and even if the government
authorizes it, the extent of the sentence reduction
is decided by the court. 
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the government demands for a plea
agreement, other than the right to trial,
and maintains the right to appeal his sen-
tence, which the client forfeits as part of
the government’s cooperation de-
mands.128 Furthermore, your client is
not on the government’s hook to cooper-
ate, which at the same time eliminates
the possibility of a sentence reduction
for cooperation and possibly will inter-
fere with a potential safety valve reduc-
tion because your client is not playing
the government’s game.  Relatedly,
absent a plea agreement, the government
may be more aggressive at sentencing,
including withholding the third accept-
ance of responsibility point.129

A third option is to enter a plea
agreement without agreeing to cooper-
ate.130 A plea agreement typically
assures the client the maximum (three
points) acceptance of responsibility
reduction under the guidelines.131 An
agreement without cooperation also
assures the right to appeal a sentence.132

Refusing to cooperate also prevents your
client’s future from resting on the discre-
tion of the government.  Yet, that benefit
forecloses a substantial assistance sen-
tence reduction, and could interfere with
the application of the safety valve. In its
plea agreements, the government
requires a greater waiver of rights than a
guilty plea alone requires.133

Finally, the client can cooperate as

part of a plea agreement.  Cooperation
usually assures full acceptance of
responsibility credit under the guide-
lines.134 And, of course, cooperation is
the only way your client can obtain a
substantial-assistance sentence reduc-
tion, and cooperation similarly facilitates
but is not required for safety valve eligi-
bility.  With cooperation, the parties may
advocate together, convincing the court
to sentence lower.135 Yet, the sentence
ends the client’s case, as he must forego
the right to appeal under the govern-
ment’s cooperation demands.136 And
while your client must cooperate fully,
whether he gets a sentencing break is up
to the government, and even if the gov-
ernment authorizes it, the extent of the
sentence reduction is decided by the
court.137

The lawyer’s dilemma
A zealous advocate is motivated by

active interest and enthusiasm, and driv-
en by fervent partisanship for a person, a
cause, or an ideal.138 However, in the
Montana Rules of Professional Conduct,
“zealous” is deleted and replaced by
“dedicated.”139 Are lawyers still permit-
ted to be zealous advocates?  Does your
client not expect and hope that you will
zealously defend him or her?  Would
you zealously defend yourself, a close
friend, or a loved one?  

In Montana, federal prosecutions and

federal sentencing law obligate zealous
defense.  Otherwise, individual defen-
dants will play out The Prisoner's
Dilemma – that is, rush to cooperate to
save themselves without their lawyer
ensuring, or at least attempting to gain,
their maximum benefit for the coopera-
tion.  Naked cooperation without a coop-
eration agreement gives the government
what it wants without any consideration
for the defendant.  The lawyer must
maximize that consideration, if the client
chooses to cooperate.

A complacent lawyer may be a “Judas
goat.”A Judas goat is a goat used at a
slaughterhouse  and in general animal
herding.140 The Judas goat is trained to
associate with sheep or cattle, leading
them to a specific destination. In stock-
yards, a Judas goat will lead sheep to
slaughter, while its own life is spared.141

Judas goats are also used to lead other
animals to specific pens and on to
trucks.142 The term is a reference to the
biblical traitor Judas Iscariot.143

What advice, strategy, and tactics
does the lawyer employ to be a zealous
advocate rather than a Judas goat?  First,
you must spend the time necessary to
establish a relationship of trust with your
client.  The lawyer must become thor-
oughly versed on the facts and law of
the case as well as on the intricacies of
the federal criminal system in Montana,
including the policies of the United

States Attorneys’ Office.  You
must thoroughly investigate the
facts and research the law.  Is
there an arguable suppression
issue?  Is there a defense, such
as entrapment or mere presence,
which might prevail at trial?  If
there is no viable defense, what
is the sentencing strategy?  You
must determine the prior crimi-
nal record of your client and, at
the beginning of the case, seek
dismissal of prior state convic-
tions, if possible.144 Is there a
factual or legal contention to
attain the lowest Guidelines
range possible and to obtain a
sentence below the mandatory
minimum?  Of utmost consider-
ation are the personal, philo-
sophical, and practical
approaches of the judge, assis-
tant U.S. attorney, probation
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officer, and law enforcement officers
assigned to the case.  The attorney must
be able to answer these questions for
himself. 

There is work to do:  your client must
decide whether to cooperate; often, the
government wants a cooperation deci-
sion quickly, because if your client does
not cooperate, it will focus its coopera-
tion efforts on another individual.  The
frequent short notice for your client to
make a major decision heightens the
prisoner's dilemma.  The lawyer must be
able to give open, honest, and informed
advice as to the choices set forth above.

Your client decides whether to plead
guilty or go to trial.145 Your client also
decides whether to cooperate or not.146

You, the lawyer, provide your best
advice.  Your client can make an
informed decision only if you are fully
informed and spend the time to explain
the options to your client.  “[A] defen-
dant has the right to make a reasonably
informed decision whether to accept a
plea offer.”147

How sound is the advice you will
give to your client?  Do you understand
the laws and procedures in federal court?
Will you spend adequate time to investi-
gate and study the facts and law of the
case?  Will you take the time to meet
with your client and your client’s family
and carefully explain the options and the
consequences of the decision
your client will make?  Are you
your client’s zealous advocate, or
are you merely selling your
client out to a long Bureau of
Prisons sentence? 
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David Holland, Butte attorney
Longtime Butte attorney David L. Holland died at Crest

Nursing Home in Butte on Nov. 16 at age 85.
Mr. Holland was born in Butte and graduated from Butte

High School in 1942. He joined the Army Air Corps during
World War II, and was stationed in Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory, and at many other bases in the U.S. While in the
service, he became interested in flying and later flew small air-
planes and gliders in the Butte area.

Following his discharge from the Army, Mr. Holland attend-
ed and graduated from law school at the University of
Montana. He worked as an attorney for state and local govern-
ment, corporate business, and private practice with various law
firms in Butte. He was elected to represent Butte at Montana’s
Constitutional Convention, heading up the convention’s
Judiciary Committee.

Mr. Holland married Mary Lou Murphy in 1950, in Butte.
They had six children together. She died in 1969. He married
Geri Pesanti in 1987, and she and his six children survive him. 

DEATHS

Saul H. Seyler has joined Thiel Law Office in Missoula as an
associate attorney. Mr. Seyler is a 2001 Environmental Studies
honors graduate from San Francisco State University and
earned his JD from the University of Montana School of Law
in 2009. Mr. Seyler also received certificates in Alternative
Dispute Resolution from the UM School of Law and in
Natural Resource Conflict Resolution from the UM Graduate
School. While attending law school, Mr. Seyler worked as a
legal intern for Thiel Law Office and was involved in numer-
ous complex litigation and legal issues. Mr. Seyler’s practice
will focus on personal injury, employment and labor law, busi-
ness consultation, dispute resolution, estate planning, and pro-
bate and estate litigation.

Dwight J. Schulte has joined the Schulte
Law Firm in Missoula.  Mr. Schulte gradu-
ated from the University of Montana in
2003 with a bachelor of science in
Business Administration/Finance.  He then
attended the University of Montana School
of Law, graduating in 2008.  After receiv-
ing his law degree, he worked for Maclay
Law Firm practicing real estate law. Mr.
Schulte will practice civil and criminal liti-
gation.

The Brown Law Firm of Billings announced that Seth
Cunningham has joined the firm as an associate lawyer.  Mr.
Cunningham graduated from the U.S. Air Force Academy in
2000, and served as an active duty Air Force officer for six
years. He was stationed in Florida, Montana, Japan, and the
Middle East.  He returned to Montana in 2006 to attend law
school at the University of Montana, and he graduated with
honors in May 2009. After graduation, Mr. Cunningham
returned home to Billings to join the Brown Law Firm, where
his practice emphasizes civil defense litigation. Seth also
serves in the Air Force Reserves as an admissions liaison offi-
cer for Air Force Academy and Air Force ROTC.

Daniel T. Jones has joined the Great Falls law firm of Jardine,
Stephenson, Blewett & Weaver. Mr. Jones received a bache-
lor’s degree from Harvard University, a juris doctorate from
the University of Montana School of Law, and a master’s
degree in business administration from the University of
Montana School of Business Administration. Mr. Jones offers
legal services for real estate, tax planning, estate planning, and
commercial transactions. He is admitted to practice law in all
Montana state courts.

J. Wayne Capp has been named a shareholder of the law firm
of Bohyer, Simpson & Tranel in Missoula.  Mr. Capp graduat-
ed from the University of Montana School of Law in 2005 fol-
lowing his retirement from the Montana Department of Justice
in 2002. He obtained his bachelor of science degree in
Sociology from Montana State University in 1981. He is a
graduate of the FBI National Academy. Mr. Capp is a member
of the Western Montana Bar Association and the American Bar
Association. He is admitted to practice before all Montana
state and federal courts, as well as the Confederated Salish &
Kootenai Tribal Court. His practice areas include personal
injury defense, employment law, regulatory law and govern-
mental relations, estates and probate, and business and com-
mercial law.  Mr. Capp serves the local community on the
board of directors of the Missoula-Ravalli Transportation
Management Association and the Stevensville Committee
Foundation.

Jessie Lundberg has joined the Missoula law firm of Bohyer,
Simpson & Tranel as an associate attorney.  Ms. Lundberg
graduated from the University of Montana School of Law with
honors in 2008 after obtaining a bachelor of arts degree in
Social Work in 2003.  She served as editor-in-chief of the
Montana Law Review in 2008, and clerked for Judge James R.
Browning and Judge Sidney R. Thomas of the 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals following law school. Ms. Lundberg is
admitted to practice before all Montana state and federal
courts, as well as the 9th Circuit Court. She is a member of the
American Bar Association. Her areas of practice include insur-
ance defense and coverage issues and general civil litigation.
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CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIEDS POLICY: There is a
minimum charge of $40 for all ads,
even for State Bar of Montana mem-
bers. All ads over 50 words are
charged at 80 cents per word.

Send classified ads to The Montana
Lawyer magazine, P.O. Box 577,
Helena MT 59624; or fax to (406) 442-
7763; or e-mail to cwood@montan-
abar.org. Please include billing
address.  The deadline for the
February issue is Jan. 10. There will
be no separate January edition.  Call
(406) 447-2200 for more information.

ATTORNEY POSITIONS

ATTORNEY – AS NEEDED: Blackfeet
Community College, Browning, Mont.,
is seeking attorney services on an as-
needed basis. Minimum qualifications:
minimum of 5 years of experience,
license to practice law in Tribal Court
and State of Montana, respect for and
familiarity with American Indians and
Blackfeet tribal law/history  and strong
research and writing skills. General and
flexible practice areas include; litiga-
tion, contract review, policies and pro-
cedures, and educational institution
policies and bylaws. To apply, please
submit cover letter and resume to:
Blackfeet Community College,
Executive Secretary Jodi Carlson, PO
Box 819, Browning MT 59417 or via e-
mail to jodi@bfcc.org. For additional
information please call (406) 338-5411
ext. 205.

ATTORNEY: Part-time position, Helena, 
general practice, (406) 443-0009.

ASSOCIATE: Bozeman attorney is seek-
ing a paralegal or an associate attorney
to assist with litigation.  Successful can-
didate must have solid legal research
and writing capabilities, be familiar
with answering/preparing discovery
requests, and must be able to meet
deadlines.  To apply e-mail your letter
of interest, resume, and three references
to ml74019@gmail.com.  

ATTORNEY: The Department of 
Corrections has an opening for an attor-
ney in Helena.   Position will serve as a
staff attorney managing a general case-
load that consists of civil litigation,
administrative litigation and written and
oral legal advice to department staff.
Salary $25.03 - $31.29/hour depending
on experience.  To apply visit
www.cor.mt.gov.  

ATTORNEY POSITIONS SOUGHT

APPELLATE GUNSLINGER FOR 

HIRE: Impeccable, forceful, and thor-
ough appellate briefs and major trial-
level memoranda that you and your
criminal defense clients will appreciate.
Your remain counsel; my position and
fee are flexible depending on many fac-
tors. Search my name in the 9th Circuit
and Montana Supreme Court databases
on Westlaw or Lexis (david /3 avery).
If you don't have access to briefs that
way, contact me at 370-0884 or davi-
davery@averylaw.org; references also
available.

APPELLATE COUNSEL can bring fresh
perspectives to your case. Unburdened
by any personal investment in the trial
strategy, appellate counsel can objec-
tively evaluate the arguments made
below, and adjust or amplify them for
persuasive presentation to the appellate
court. We are admitted and have advo-
cated before the U.S. Supreme Court,
the Montana Supreme Court, the New
Mexico Supreme Court, the Washington
Supreme Court, the U.S. 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals, the U.S. 8th Circuit
Court of Appeals, the U.S. 10th Circuit
Court of Appeals, the New Mexico
Court of Appeals, the Washington Court
of Appeals, U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Armed Forces, the U.S. 9th Circuit
Bankruptcy Appellate Panel, and the
U.S. Board of Immigration Appeals, for
both appellants and appellees, on briefs,
in oral argument, and as appellate medi-
ators. Let us put this wealth of experi-
ence to work for you. Whether in chal-
lenge of a disappointing outcome or
support for a successful result, we pro-

vide a complete array of timely assis-
tance, from initial evaluation to full
appellate representation. Sullivan,
Tabaracci & Rhoades PC, (406) 721-
9700, www.montanalawyer.com.

CONSUMER/DEBTOR RIGHTS 

LAWYER: Statewide representation of
debtors including: debt collection
harassment, debt collection lawsuit
defense, automobile repossession,  and
credit reporting problems.  Heenan Law
Firm, (406) 839-9091, www.Monta-
naConsumer.com 

BUSY PRACTICE? I can help. Former 
MSC law clerk and UM Law honors
graduate with 5-plus years legal experi-
ence available for all types of contract
work, including legal/factual research,
brief writing, court/depo appearances,
pre/post trial jury investigations, and
document review. For more informa-
tion, visit http://www.meguirelaw.com;
e-mail robin@meguirelaw.com; or call
(406) 442-8317.

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
& OTHER PROFESSIONALS

PARALEGAL: Bozeman attorney is
seeking a paralegal or an associate
attorney to assist with litigation.
Successful candidate must have solid
legal research and writing capabilities,
be familiar with answering/preparing
discovery requests, and must be able to
meet deadlines.  To apply e-mail your
letter of interest, resume, and three ref-
erences to ml74019@gmail.com.  

LEGAL RESEARCH
& OTHER SERVICES

LEGAL RESEARCH AND WRITING:

Fast, accurate and thorough legal
research. Effective legal writing—
briefs, motions, pleadings, appeals.
Document review. Licensed attorney
with civil litigation experience. ( JD,
UCLA; admitted in California and New
Mexico.)  Very reasonable rates.
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References.  HLWashburn@aol.com;
(406) 442-1298

501c3–NONPROFIT SERVICES:  All 
501c3 application documentation, plus
corporate and incorporation docs.  You
keep your client. We do the work.  We
stay silent and out of the picture.
Harvard lawyer – 27 years of experi-
ence with 700 applications to the IRS.
All by e-mail.  Charitable, educational,
religious, scientific.  Complete package.
www.501c3-tax-exempt-status.com

OFFICE SPACE / SHARE

MISSOULA: Space to rent in large office, 
for one attorney.   Very competitive
rent, great location in Missoula, 210 N.
Higgins, three blocks from court.  For
information contact: Law Offices of Jim
Clapp at clapplaw@pacbell.net, or
(406) 721-4044.

HELENA:  Office space in Capitol area, 
170 sq. ft., $230/Mo., Call Chuck
Evilsizer at 431-5755.

CONSULTANTS & EXPERTS

CERTIFIED COMPUTER EXAMIN-

ER: Forensic analysis of computers,
hard drives, CD/DVD media, floppy
disks, cell phones, PDAs, and any other
digital storage devices. Civil, criminal,
interoffice, or personal cases welcome.
Certified by the International Society of
Forensic Computer Examiners. Contact
James Andrew Holmes, CCE, AtaDatA
LLC at (406) 498-5193, jaholmes@ata-
data.info, or  www.atadata.biz.

BANKING EXPERT:  34 years banking
experience.  Expert banking services
including documentation review, work-
out negotiation assistance, settlement
assistance, credit restructure, expert wit-
ness, preparation and/or evaluation of
borrowers and lenders positions.  Expert
testimony provided for depositions and
trials.  Attorney references provided
upon request.  Michael F. Richards,
Bozeman, Montana, (406) 581-8797;
mrichards_59730@yahoo.com

COMPUTER FORENSICS, DATA

RECOVERY, E-DISCOVERY:

Retrieval and examination of computer
and electronically stored evidence by an

internationally recognized computer
forensics practitioner.  Certified by the
International Association of Computer
Investigative Specialists (IACIS) as a
Certified Forensic Computer Examiner.
More than 15 years of experience.
Qualified as an expert in Montana and
United States District Courts. Practice
limited to civil and administrative mat-
ters. Preliminary review, general advice,
and technical questions are complimen-
tary.  Jimmy Weg, CFCE, Weg
Computer Forensics LLC, 512 S.
Roberts, Helena MT 59601; (406) 449-
0565 (evenings); jimmyweg@yahoo
.com; www.wegcomputerforensics.com

CONSUMER/DEBTOR RIGHTS 

LAWYER: Statewide representation of
debtors including: debt collection
harassment, debt collection lawsuit
defense, automobile repossession,  and
credit reporting problems.  Heenan Law
Firm, (406) 839-9091, www.Montana
Consumer.com

ESTATE / ART APPRAISER: 

Specializing  in paintings, sculptures,
and etchings of artists of the “American
West,” living and deceased. Appraisals
for estates/insurance/art auctions. Open
Range Art LLC, Gallery & Fine Art
Consulting, Great Falls MT; (406) 452-
6771; jerryopenrange@yahoo.com.
Member International Fine Art
Appraisers.

EDISCOVERY, COMPUTER FOREN-

SICS CONSULTING & DATA

RECOVERY: Data retrieval, recovery,
and analysis of electronically stored
data on computer and other electronic
devices. Certified computer examiner
with Global Information Assurance
Consulting and with the International
Standard Organization and American
National Standards Institute. Expert tes-
timony provided for depositions and tri-
als for administrative, civil and criminal
matters. Contact Jon Hesse
(jhesse@cfaed.com) or Anthony
Cochenour (acochenour@cfaed.com),
EDiscovery and Computer Forensics
Consulting, 411 E. Callender Street, PO
Box 423, Livingston MT 59047; phone:
(406) 222-2411;  URL www.cfaed.com.
Resumes or CVs, analysis procedures,
and rate structure will be provided upon
request. 

FORENSIC ENGINEERING:  

Registered professional engineer with
over 20 years experience specializing in
construction dispute resolution, structur-
al and road distress determination,
ground settlement/groundwater, con-
struction materials, and slope stability
issues.  Exceptional writing and oral
skills.  Contact Michael A. Dworsky,
PE, MBA; Missoula, Mont.; (406) 543-
3100 x3 or (406) 544-3435.  References
available.  Web site: www.orioneng.net

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE:  We have
thousands of physician expert witness-
es. Fast, affordable, flat-rate referrals to
board-certified, practicing doctors in all
specialties.  Your satisfaction guaran-
teed.  Just need an analysis? Our veter-
an MD specialists can do that for you,
quickly and easily, for a low flat fee.
Med-Mal EXPERTS Inc.; www.med
malEXPERTS.com; (888) 521-3601.

APPRAISAL SERVICES – LITIGA-

TION VALUATION AND EXPERT

TESTIMONY: 40 years of experience.
commercial, ranch, recreational, land,
residential, and personal property
appraisals. Specializing in appraisals
and/or consulting services for eminent
domain, estate, easement analysis, con-
servation valuation, feasiblity studies,
highest and best use analysis, foreclo-
sure/REO, litigation, prospective and
retrospective valuation. Attorney refer-
ences available upon request. Appraisal
Services Inc., PO Box 791, Dillon MT
59725; (406) 683-6113. Ronald W.
Johnson, Certified General Appraiser.

CERTIFIED LEGAL NURSE CON-

SULTANT: Professional, affordable
assistance with medical lawsuits.
Certified Legal Nurse Consultant,
Registered Nurse, 20-plus years’ experi-
ence.  Specialties:  screen cases for
merit, assess causation/damages, inter-
pret medical records, facilitate commu-
nication.  Accept cases involving health,
illness, injury, worker’s compensation,
general negligence, defendant or plain-
tiff.  Marni Allen, RN,CLNC.  (406)
690-4314; www.medicallegalprofession-
al.com.

INTERPRETING & TRANSLA-

TIONS SERVICE: English into
Spanish or Spanish into English. Over
15 years of experience. Simultaneous,
consecutive, interpreting and transla-
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tions of documents, in the legal and
medical fields, workers’ comp or any
miscellaneous documents. References
upon request.   Call: (406) 370-6049 or
(406) 777-2802. See web site:
www.spanishinterpretingservice.com.

FORENSIC DOCUMENT EXAMIN-

ER: Trained by the U.S. Secret Service
and U.S. Postal Inspection Crime Lab.
Retired from the Eugene, Ore., P.D.
Qualified in state and federal courts.
Certified by the American Board of
forensic Document Examiners. Full-
service laboratory for handwriting, ink
and paper comparisons. Contact Jim
Green, Eugene, Ore.;  (888) 485-0832.
Web site at www.documentexa-
miner.info. 

BAD FAITH EXPERT WITNESS:

David B. Huss, JD, CPCU & ARM.  30
years insurance claims and law experi-
ence.  Former insurance adjuster and
defense counsel.  (425) 776-7386.

MEDIATION

ROBERT KOLESAR: Attorney for all 
types of mediation and ADR; all district
and appellate courts. 25 years of legal
practice, plus education and experience
in engineering, forestry, trust adminis-
tration, and business start-ups. Will
travel, or videoconferencing is avail-
able.  Robert Kolesar,  PO Box 594,
Bozeman MT 59771;  (406) 586-5192.

MONTANA DISPUTE RESOLUTION

PLLC:  Experienced certified mediator;
David W. Woodgerd, certified mediator
with 30 years legal experience has been
meditating conflicts since 2004.  Good
listener and problem solver.  Fee: $100
per hour for mediation; reduced rates
for travel; 113 Log Cabin Lane,
Stevensville MT 59870. (406) 370-
8582. mtdispute@gmail.com;  website:
mediationmtdr.com

SARAH H. SEILER, LCSW,  LAC:

Specializing in family dispute resolu-
tion, child-centered divorce mediation,
guardian ad litem representation and
custody investigations. Contact
Resolution Consultants Inc., PO Box
604, Townsend MT 59644; (406) 980-
1615 or 266-5475; e-mail: lovetwofish
@yahoo.com.

MICHAEL H. KEEDY: As a former dis-
trict court judge, I bring 12 years valu-
able experience to bear in settling your
case. In addition, I have over 30 years’
experience in a variety of other legal
pursuits. Conference rooms are avail-
able at our Kalispell offices. Please call
me at (406) 752-7122 or 888-865-8144.

INVESTIGATORS

INVESTIGATIONS & IMMIGRATION 

CONSULTING: 37 years investigative
experience with the U.S. Immigration
Service, INTERPOL, and as a private
investigator. President of the Montana
P.I. Association. Criminal, fraud, back-
ground, loss prevention, domestic,
workers’ compensation, discrimination
and sexual harassment, asset location,
real estate, surveillance, record search-
es, and immigration consulting. Donald
M. Whitney, Orion International Corp.,
PO Box 9658, Helena MT 59604. (406)
458-8796 / 7. 

INVESTIGATIONS, SURVEILLANCE

& LOCATES: Professional and afford-
able, private detective agency led by
27-year Great Falls Police Lieutenant
Bryan Lockerby.  FBI National
Academy graduate.  Surveillance, state-
ments, and more. Database for locating
witnesses. (No criminal defense work.)
Lighthouse Investigations LLC, PO Box
3443, Great Falls MT 59403;  (406)
899-8782; www.lighthouseinvestiga-
tions.net.

EVICTIONS

EVICTIONS LAWYER: We do hundreds
of evictions statewide. Send your land-
lord clients to us. We’ll respect your
“ownership” of their other business.
Call for price list. Hess-Homeier Law
Firm, (406) 549-9611, thesshomeier@
msn.com. See website at www.mon-
tanaevictions.com.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE: Law office furnishings, 
including magnificent walnut confer-
ence table and five walnut swivel
chairs, ca. 1930-1940, $4000; Oak
reception/secretary station; $1300; law
books and bookshelves –  great wall

coverings and impressive to clients even
if you are totally computerized; lateral
file cabinet; vertical file cabinets.
Located at 430 Ryman St., Missoula.
Contact Jon Ellingson at jonelling
@gmail.com.

FOUND outside Missoula County 
Courthouse on about Oct. 12, 2009 –
Interlink presentation controller.  Please
call Greg Birdsong at (406) 543-2608 to
identify and claim the controller.

WEB

flatheadlaw.com
“The single resource for legal information

in Northwest Montana.”
You can find every federal agency

http://www.flatheadlaw.com/federal-depts-
agencies.html
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